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A SEMIREGULARITY MAP FOR MODULES AND
APPLICATIONS TO DEFORMATIONS
RAGNAR-OLAF BUCHWEITZ AND HUBERT FLENNER
Abstract. We construct a general semiregularity map for algebraic cycles as
asked for by S. Bloch [Blo] in 1972. The existence of such a semiregularity map
has well known consequences for the structure of the Hilbert scheme and for
the variational Hodge conjecture. Aside from generalizing and extending con-
siderably previously known results in this direction, we give new applications
to deformations of modules that encompass, for example, results of Artamkin
[Art] and Mukai [Muk].
The formation of the semiregularity map here involves powers of the cotan-
gent complex, Atiyah classes, and trace maps, and is defined not only for
subspaces of manifolds but for perfect complexes on arbitrary complex spaces.
It generalizes in particular Illusie’s [Ill] treatment of the Chern character to the
analytic context and specializes to Bloch’s earlier description of the semireg-
ularity map for locally complete intersections as well as to the infinitesimal
Abel-Jacobi map for submanifolds.
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2 RAGNAR-OLAF BUCHWEITZ AND HUBERT FLENNER
1. Introduction
Let Z be a closed complex subspace of a compact complex manifold X and let [Z]
denote the corresponding point in the Douady space HX of X , the complex analytic
analogue of the Hilbert scheme. It is a classical fact that the tangent space ofHX at
[Z] is naturally isomorphic to H0(Z,NZ/X), where NZ/X = HomX(J ,OZ) denotes
the normal sheaf of Z in X with J ⊆ OX the ideal sheaf of Z. Moreover, if Z is
locally a complete intersection in X then the vanishing ofH1(Z,NZ/X) implies that
[Z] is a smooth point of HX . It was, however, already observed by Severi [Sev] that
the converse is not true in general. He introduced the notion of a semiregular curve
on a surface to mean that the restriction map H0(X,ωX)→ H0(Z, ωX |Z) is surjec-
tive or, dually, that the semiregularity map H1(Z,NZ/X)→ H
2(X,OX) is injective,
and showed that the point of the Hilbert scheme corresponding to a semiregular
curve is always smooth. This result was extended to divisors in arbitrary projective
complex manifolds by Kodaira and Spencer [KSp]. In 1972, S. Bloch [Blo] was able
to define more generally for every locally complete intersection Z of codimension q
in X a semiregularity map τ : H1(Z,NZ/X)→ H
q+1(X,Ωq−1X ) to show again that
the injectivity of τ implies that [Z] is a smooth point ofHX . His semiregularity map
admits a simple description using Serre duality. However, in case of an arbitrary
subspace Z of X the obstructions for extending embedded deformations lie in the
tangent cohomology group T 2Z/X(OZ), and it is no longer possible to apply duality.
Thus the problem arises to define such a semiregularity map by other means.
In our approach we will more generally assign first a semiregularity map σ :
Ext2X(F ,F)→
∏
q≥0H
q+2(X,ΩqX) to every coherent OX–module F on a complex
manifold. Indeed this map will be defined for any coherent OX–module F of locally
finite projective dimension, or even for perfect complexes of modules, on arbitrary
complex spaces, and it occurs as the component σ = σ(2) of a family of maps
σ(r) : ExtrX(F ,F)→
∏
q≥0
Hq+r(X,ΛqLX) , r ≥ 0 ,
where LX denotes the cotangent complex of X . We will outline in brief our con-
struction when X is smooth, which special case is also subject of our survey [BFl2].
To begin with, we assign to F its Atiyah class, as originally defined in [At] for
locally free sheaves. Following [Ill], a possible way of construction for any coherent
OX–module is to use the extension on X ×X that defines the module of analytic
differential forms,
0→ J /J 2 ∼= Ω1X → OX×X/J
2 → OX → 0 ,(1)
where J ⊆ OX×X is the ideal of the diagonal. With pi : X × X → X the ith
projection for i = 1, 2, we tensor (1) with p∗1(F) and consider the resulting sequence
0→ F ⊗OX Ω
1
X → p
∗
1(F)⊗OX×X OX×X/J
2 → F → 0
as an extension of OX–modules via p2∗ so that it defines an element
At(F) ∈ Ext1X(F ,F ⊗OX Ω
1
X) ,
the Atiyah class of F . Taking powers gives elements Atq(F) ∈ ExtqX(F ,F ⊗ Ω
q
X).
Now the qth component of the semiregularity map σ is the composition of the two
maps
σq : Ext
2
X(F ,F)
∗·(−At(F))q/q!✲ Extq+2X (F ,F ⊗ Ω
q
X)
Tr✲ Hq+2(X,ΩqX) ,
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where Tr is the trace map as defined in [Ill, OTT]. Finally, to get a semiregularity
map for subspaces Z ⊆ X , we observe that there is a natural homomorphism from
T kZ/X(OZ) into Ext
k
X(OZ ,OZ) for each k ≥ 0. Composing this for k = 2 with the
map σ above in case F = OZ gives the desired semiregularity map
τ = (τq)q≥0 : T
2
Z/X(OZ)→
∏
q≥0
Hq+2(X,ΩqX)
for subspaces. We will verify in Section 8 that for a locally complete intersection
Z in X of codimension q the component τq−1 of our semiregularity map coincides
with the classical one defined by Bloch.
To understand some of the geometrical implications of such semiregularity maps,
let us restrict further to the case of coherent modules on a compact algebraic man-
ifold, the case of subspaces being similar. With respect to the Hodge decomposi-
tion, Hk(X,C) =
⊕
p+q=kH
q(X,ΩpX), the Chern character of a coherent sheaf is
obtained from its Atiyah class by the formula
ch(F) = Tr exp(−At(F)) =
∑
k≥0
(−1)k
k!
Tr(Atk(F)) ,
see [At] for the case of vector bundles and [Ill, OTT] for the general case.
Assume now given an infinitesimal deformation of X represented by a class
ξ ∈ H1(X,ΘX), where ΘX denotes the tangent bundle. By Bloch’s interpretation
of Griffiths’ transversality theorem, for fixed k ≥ 0 the unique horizontal extension
of the cohomology class chk+1(F) relative to the Gauß-Manin connection stays of
Hodge type (k + 1, k + 1) if and only if the contraction of this class by ξ vanishes,
〈ξ, chk+1(F)〉 = 0 in Hk+2(X,ΩkX). On the other hand, let us consider the de-
formations of F itself instead of just extending its Chern character horizontally.
The deformations of F are controlled by the differential graded Lie algebra un-
derlying Ext•X(F ,F) so that the space of infinitesimal deformations is given by
Ext1X(F ,F) and the obstructions to extend deformations live in Ext
2
X(F ,F). Con-
tracting against the negative of the Atiyah class serves as an obstruction map
ob := 〈∗,−At(F)〉 : H1(X,ΘX)−→Ext
2
X(F ,F)
so that F admits a deformation into the direction of ξ if and only if ob(ξ) = 0; see
[Ill] for the algebraic and 4.4 for the analytic case. A key observation is now that
the maps just described fit into a commutative diagram
H1(X,ΘX)
〈∗,−At(F)〉✲ Ext2X(F ,F)
❅
❅
❅〈∗,chk+1(F)〉 ❘ ✠ 
 
 
σk
Hk+2(X,ΩkX) .
As a consequence of (a suitable generalization) of this fact and and generalizing the
arguments of [Blo] we obtain for instance in Section 5 that the variational Hodge
conjecture holds for cycles that are representable as (k + 1)st component of the
Chern character of a k-semiregular sheaf F , where we mean by k-semiregular that
the component σk of the semiregularity map for F is injective. An analogous result
holds for subspaces Z ⊆ X that are (k-)semiregular in the corresponding sense.
Other important applications are to deformations of modules. In analogy with
the aforementioned results of Bloch we will show that the basis of the semiuniversal
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deformation of F is smooth if the semiregularity map σ is injective. We will deduce
this result more generally for arbitrary singular complex spaces X and also for
relative situations. We derive as well analogous smoothness criteria for the Douady
space and the Quot-space, and give applications to deformations of holomorphic
mappings.
Ideally, the semiregularity map, say, for a module F should correspond to a
morphism between two deformation theories so that it maps the obstruction space
Ext2X(F ,F) into the obstruction space of some other deformation theory. It seems
quite clear that this second deformation theory should be given in terms of the
intermediate Jacobians, or, more naturally, by Deligne cohomology. The map from
the deformations of F into the intermediate Jacobian, say Jk(X), should be a
generalized Abel-Jacobi map that associates to a deformation ofF over a germ (S, 0)
the map of S into the intermediate Jacobian given by integration over a topological
cycle whose boundary is the difference of the kth Chern characters of the special fibre
and the fibre over s. As the intermediate Jacobian is smooth this would provide a
satisfactory explanation of the fact that the injectivity of σ implies the smoothness
of the versal deformation of F , and it would show that all obstructions of F vanish
under σ and not merely the curvilinear ones as we show here; for the special case
of submanifolds instead of modules see [Cle, Ran4]. Such an interpretation indeed
applies for the lowest component of the semiregularity map: the work of Artamkin
[Art] and Mukai [Muk] interprets σ0 : Ext
2
X(F ,F) → H
2(X,OX) as the map
between obstruction spaces for the deformations of F versus those of its determinant
line bundle. As a further clue that such interpretation might be true in general we
verify in Section 9 that for a submanifold Z of X the differential of the Abel-Jacobi
map admits the same homological description as the semiregularity map.
A few remarks about the contents of the various sections: In Section 2 we re-
view the technique of Forster-Knorr systems, originally used in [FKn] and further
exploited in [Pal, Fle1], to construct a cotangent complex for complex spaces. Most
of that material is a largely generalized version of parts of [Fle1]. As this source is
not easily accessible we use the opportunity to give an exposition of that technique
of simplicial spaces of Stein compact sets in the generality we need. Following [Pal]
we will review in brief the notion of resolvents and give the relevant descriptions of
tangent (co)homology as used later on.
In Section 3 we construct the Atiyah class of a coherent sheaf F as a class
in Ext1X(F ,F ⊗LX), thereby generalizing the construction by Illusie [Ill] to the
analytic case. First we do this for modules on simplicial spaces of Stein compact sets
and then use the results of the previous section to descend to actual complex spaces.
Following the classical approach of Atiyah [At], see also [ALJ], we will construct
these classes using connections, in our case on modules over the resolvent of a
complex space, thus verifying the basic funtorial properties by explicit computation.
Section 4 contains the construction of the semiregularity map for modules as well
as for subspaces. We give an interpretation of the obstruction map for modules or
subspaces in terms of Atiyah classes and derive the aforementioned commutative
diagram. This is the basic tool in Section 5, where we prove the variational Hodge
conjecture for the special case described above.
In Section 6 we prove some general criteria for the smoothness of the basis of
a semiuniversal deformation. We give a new and transparent proof of the T 1-
lifting criterion of Ran and Kawamata [Kaw1, Kaw2, Ran2, Ran3] and show how
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to deduce their results by a simple argument from the well known Jacobian criterion
for smoothness. Our method also yields new generalizations to the relative case.
These results, together with the existence of the semiregularity map, have many
applications in deformation theory, some of which we treat in Section 7. In the
first part we deduce applications to deformations of modules as mentioned above.
In the second part we turn to the Douady space and give various criteria for its
smoothness. The more general case of the Quot-scheme is treated in the third part,
and in the last part we apply our constructions to deformations of mappings and
define a semiregularity map under very general circumstances. For the special case
of stable curves, results in this direction were independently obtained by K. Behrend
and B. Fantechi.
In the final Section 8 we compare our semiregularity map with the one con-
structed by S. Bloch. This requires an explicit description of the trace map via a
Cousin type resolution. Moreover, we show how the infinitesimal Abel-Jacobi map
fits into this framework.
In an Appendix we collect some results on integral dependence and infinitesi-
mal deformations of complex spaces that are needed in Section 6. Especially the
(elementary) characterizations of the subspaces of T 1X given by the curvilinear ex-
tensions, respectively by Ext1X(Ω
1
X ,OX), seem to be new.
General notation. We explain some notation used throughout this paper.
Categories are written in boldface and categories like Sets should need no fur-
ther explanation. Whenever we talk about isomorphism classes of objects from a
category C, it will be assumed that those classes form a set. Such a category C is
sometimes called essentially small .
A germ of a (formal) complex space is denoted (S, 0) or often simply S. As a rule,
every germ has 0 as its basepoint, and the same symbol represents the (reduced)
point. For a (formal) complex space X the sheaf of holomorphic functions is as
usual denoted OX , whereas for a germ S = (S, 0) the symbol OS indicates the local
ring OS,0 and mS its maximal ideal.
If X is a complex space then Coh(X) will be its category of coherent modules.
Similarly, if S = (S, 0) is the germ of a (formal) complex space, Coh(S), Cohart(S)
will denote the categories of finite, respectively finite artinian OS,0–modules. A
closed embedding S →֒ S′ of complex spaces is an extension of S by M ∈ Coh(S)
if the ideal I := Ker(OS′ → OS) defining S in S′ is of square zero and isomorphic
to M as OS–module under a fixed isomorphism. In particular, S[M] indicates the
trivial extension whose structure sheaf OS[M] is the direct sum OS ⊕Mε endowed
with the multiplication (s+mε)(s′ +m′ε) = ss′ + (sm′ +ms′)ε so that ε2 = 0.
To reduce complexity of display, we use unadorned tensor products, such as
M⊗N , whenever the sheaf or ring over which the tensor product is taken should
be clear from the context. We also use ⊗ instead of ⊗L to denote derived tensor
products.
2. Homological algebra on simplicial schemes of Stein compact sets
Let X be a complex space and F a coherent OX–module. In the introduc-
tion we reviewed for X smooth the construction of the Atiyah class , At(F) ∈
Ext1X(F ,F ⊗OX Ω
1
X), of F that is given by the extension
0→ F ⊗OX Ω
1
X → p
∗
1(F)⊗OX×X OX×X/J
2 → F → 0 .
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In the singular case, however, we need to produce more generally the Atiyah class
in
Ext1X(F ,F ⊗OX LX) ,
where LX is the cotangent complex of X and ⊗ denotes the derived tensor product.
In the algebraic setting this was done by Illusie [Ill] using simplicial methods.
Those do not immediately generalize to the analytic situation due to the lack of
global resolutions. Instead we use the technique of Forster-Knorr systems [FKn]
on simplicial schemes of Stein compact sets and construct resolvents on complex
spaces as in [Fle1, Pal]. Alternatively one might be tempted to use the method of
twisted cochains as developed in [OTT], but this theory is so far only available for
manifolds, in particular the theory of cotangent complexes on singular spaces has
not yet been established in that framework.
We first state and (indicate how to) prove the results on the homological algebra
of Forster-Knorr systems that we will use. Key references are [Fle1], [Pal]; see also
[BMi]. All our complex spaces are assumed to be paracompact.
2.1. A subset K of a complex space X is called Stein compact if it is compact,
semianalytic and admits arbitrary small open neighbourhoods that are Stein. We
equip K with the structure sheaf OK := OX |K so that the ring Γ(K,OK) consists
of all K-germs of functions that are analytic in an open neighbourhood of K in
X . In the extreme case that K = {x} consists just of a point in X one retrieves
the local analytic algebra OX,x. Every coherent OK–module for a Stein compact
set K satisfies Cartan’s Theorems A and B, and by a fundamental result of Frisch
[Fri] the ring Γ(K,OK) is noetherian. These facts imply that a Stein compact
set behaves like a noetherian affine scheme: for example, the category CohOK of
coherent OK–modules is equivalent to the category of finite Γ(K,OK)–modules,
in particular it contains enough projectives. Again as for affine schemes, these
projectives are usually not projective objects in the category of all OK–modules.
Note that the dimension of a Stein compact set is given by
dimK := sup{dimOK,x | x ∈ K} = inf{dimU | K ⊆ U ⊆ X,U open} .
If K ⊆ X , L ⊆ Y are Stein compact sets with X , Y complex spaces over some
complex space Z, then the product K × L ⊆ X × Y as well as the fibre product
K ×Z L ⊆ X ×Z Y are again Stein compact sets.
A covering of a complex space X by Stein compact sets {Xi}i∈I is called locally
finite if every point in X admits an open neighbourhood that meets only finitely
many Xi. Any two such coverings clearly admit common refinements and, as X is
paracompact, each covering by open sets can be refined to a locally finite covering
by Stein compact sets.
2.2. Let X be a complex space over Y and {Xi}i∈I a locally finite covering of X
by Stein compact sets. The nerf of the covering is the simplicial set
A = {α ⊆ I | Xα :=
⋂
i∈α
Xi 6= ∅} ,
whose simplices are thus finite subsets of I, and
X∗ = (Xα)α∈A ,with the inclusions Xβ →֒Xα for α ⊆ β,
forms the corresponding simplicial scheme of Stein compact sets over A. Denote
|α| = k the dimension of the simplex α = {i0, ..., ik}, not to be confused with
dimXα, the complex dimension of the Stein compact Xα.
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Aside from simplicial schemes of Stein compact sets arising from locally finite
coverings we will also need the following type. Let A be again a simplicial set of
finite subsets of some index set I and assume given for any vertex i ∈ I a Stein
compact set Li ⊆ Cni × Y for some ni. Set
Wα :=
∏Y
i∈α Li , α ∈ A ,
where
∏Y
denotes the fibre product over Y , and let the natural projections pαβ :
Wβ → Wα for α ⊆ β serve as transition maps. The natural maps from Wα onto
Y are smooth and compatible with the transition maps. The resulting simplicial
scheme W∗ → Y over Y is called smooth.
Returning to the complex space X with its given covering choose closed Y -
embeddings Xi →֒Li ⊆ Cni × Y with Li a Stein compact subset. These data yield
diagonal embeddings Xα →֒Wα, α ∈ A, that define a morphism of simplicial schemes
X∗ →֒W∗ over Y . We will refer to it as a (simplicial) smoothing of the given map
X → Y .
2.3. Now we consider (negatively graded, simplicial) DG algebras R∗ =
⊕
i≤0R
i
∗
over W∗. The differential of such an algebra is a derivation of degree +1 and
will be denoted ∂R∗ or simply ∂. The simplicial structure consists of a system of
compatible maps p−1αβ(Rα) → Rβ for α ⊆ β that are morphisms of DG algebras
overWβ . If f is a local homogeneous section of R∗, then |f | denotes its degree. All
our DG algebras will be (graded) commutative so that the product on R∗ satisfies
the sign rule
fg = (−1)|f ||g|gf .
Graded modules over R∗ are defined in the obvious way: An R∗–module M∗
consists of a family of graded right Rα–modules Mα =
⊕
j∈ZM
j
α together with
a compatible collection of transition maps for α ⊆ β that are degree preserving
homomorphisms of right Rβ–modules,
p∗αβ(Mα) := p
−1
αβ(Mα)⊗p−1
αβ
(Rα)
Rβ →Mβ .
As we only consider commutative DG algebras, the sign rule allows to switch the
module structure from right to left, in particular one can form the tensor product
M∗⊗R∗N∗ ofR∗–modules, defining it simplex by simplex through (M∗⊗R∗N∗)α =
Mα ⊗Rα Nα.
If M∗ is equipped with a differential ∂ = ∂M∗ such that (M∗, ∂) becomes a
DG module over R∗ then we callM∗ a DG R∗–module in brief. Such a module is
said to have coherent cohomology if Hi(Mα), the cohomology with respect to the
differential onMα, is a coherent OWα–module for each simplex α and each integer
i; it is said to be (locally) bounded above if for each simplex Hi(Mα) = 0 for i≫ 0,
and it is said to vanish (locally) above if already Miα = 0 for i≫ 0.
2.4. Next we comment upon and fix some of the usual notations and conventions
from homological algebra that extend in a straightforward manner to (DG) R∗–
modules. We include these details in order to be able later to calibrate Atiyah
classes against Chern classes: Over time, the conventions and signs in constructing
mapping cones, distinguished triangles and their associated extension classes have
changed, say from [Har] over [Ver] to [ALG]; see also the comments in [SGA4, Exp.
XVII] and [Del3]. Whereas classically, e.g. in [At, ] or [Ill, V.5.4.1, 5.3.3], the first
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Chern class is the trace of the opposite of the Atiyah class, it appears in [ALJ] as
the trace of the Atiyah class itself.
If i is an integer, M∗[i] is the shifted module with M∗[i]n = Mi+n∗ and the
same right R∗–module structure, whence the left structure becomes f(m[i]) =
(−1)|i||f |(fm)[i]. In case M∗ is a DG module, M∗[i] becomes a DG module with
respect to the differential ∂M∗[i] = (−1)
i∂M∗ . Writing the shift functor on the
left, say as T iM∗ = M∗[i], and considering T as an operator of degree −1, the
conventions just introduced obey the usual sign rule.
A morphism of R∗–modules M∗ → N∗ of degree i is a collection of homomor-
phisms fα : Mα → Nα of right Rα–modules that satisfy fα(Mjα) ⊆ M
i+j
α for all
j ∈ Z and are compatible with the transition maps. By convention, if no degree is
specified, a homomorphism of R∗–modules is assumed to be of degree 0. We set
HomR∗(M∗,N∗) :=
⊕
i∈Z
HomiR∗(M∗,N∗) ,
where HomiR∗(M∗,N∗) denotes the morphisms of degree i. If M∗, N∗ are DG
modules with differential ∂ then HomR∗(M∗,N∗) is a complex of vector spaces
with differential h 7→ [∂, h] := ∂h− (−1)|h|h∂. Note that for any integer j the maps
h[j] and h are identical once the grading is ignored, and so one usually suppresses
the shift in the notation of morphisms.
2.5. The morphisms of degree i are thus the (degree preserving) homomorphisms
M∗ → N∗[i] of R∗–modules, the cycles of degree i in the Hom–complex are the
homomorphisms M∗ → N∗[i] of DG R∗–modules, whereas the boundaries are the
homomorphisms that are homotopic to zero. The homotopy category K(R∗) of
DG R∗–modules has as its objects the DG R∗–modules but its morphisms are the
homotopy classes, HomK(R∗)(M∗,N∗) = H
0(HomR∗(M∗,N∗)). The derived cate-
gory D(R∗) is obtained from K(R∗) as usual by inverting all quasiisomorphisms.
Adornements such as ( )a,bc or ( )
b
c determine full subcategories of DG modules,
where a bounds the underlying graded objects on each simplex, b bounds the coho-
mology, and c refers to special structure of the cohomology modules. For example,
D−coh(R∗) denotes the derived category of DG R∗–modules that are bounded above
with coherent cohomology. In case R∗ is a structure sheaf, such as OX∗ , we write
HomX∗ and D(X∗) to reduce clutter.
The morphisms in D(R∗) are denoted
ExtkR∗(M∗,N∗) := HomD(R∗)(M∗,N∗[k]) , k ∈ Z .
Similarly, if X is a complex space and M, N are complexes of OX–modules
then ExtkX(M,N ) will represent the set of morphisms of degree k in the de-
rived category D(X). Note that if N is bounded below and so admits an in-
jective resolution, say, I then these Ext-groups are given as usual by the coho-
mology of the complex HomX(M, I). This definition allows in particular to define
Hk(X,N ) := ExtkX(OX ,N ) for any complex N of OX–modules. Below we will
show how to compute these groups using projective “resolutions” on X∗.
2.6. For a homomorphism f : N ′∗ → N∗ of DG R∗–modules, its mapping cone,
Con∗(f) := N∗ ⊕N ′∗[1], is formed simplex by simplex according to the conventions
of [ALG, X.36ff] so that for local sections n of Nα and Tn′ = n′[1] of N ′α[1] the
differential in Con∗(f) maps (n, Tn
′) to (∂N∗(n)−f(n
′),−T∂N ′∗(n
′)). The mapping
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cone is again a DG R∗–module, and the triangulated structure of either K(R∗) or
D(R∗) is now defined in terms of the distinguished triangles arising from mapping
cones.
2.7. Generalizing the construction of mapping cones, if M•∗ ≡ (· · · → M
(i)
∗
δi
−→
M
(i+1)
∗ → · · · ) is a complex of DG R∗–modules, then the associated total complex
M¯∗ =
∏
iM
(i)
∗ [i] is a DG R∗–module as well. The following simple fact will be
used throughout: If the complexM•∗ is acyclic and locally vanishes above, then the
associated DG module M¯∗ is again acyclic.
2.8. As just done, we will often argue simplex by simplex and such arguments are
alleviated by the following: For each simplex α, the restriction functor M∗ 7→ Mα
is exact and admits a left adjoint p∗α defined through
p∗α(Mα)β :=
{
p∗αβ(Mα) for α ⊆ β
0 otherwise,
whence one has
HomR∗ (p
∗
α(Mα),N∗)
∼= HomRα(Mα,Nα)(2)
for each Rα–module Mα and each R∗–module N∗, see [Fle1, §2], [BMi, 4.1], or,
even more generally, [Ill, VI.5.3]. The functor p∗α is compatible with differentials, it
is as well a left adjoint to the restriction functor on the category of DGR∗–modules.
2.9. Inductive arguments based on the dimension of simplices often use the skeleton
filtration on an R∗–module M∗ given by
M≤k = Im
( ⊕
|α|≤k
p∗α(Mα)→M∗
)
⊆M∗ .
For a DG module this filtration is by DG submodules.
2.10. Analogous facts and notions allow to argue degree by degree on Wα for each
individual simplex α. Consider, in general, (DG) R–modules M =
⊕
i∈ZM
i over
a (negatively graded DG) OW –algebra R =
⊕
i≤0R
i with (W,OW ) some ringed
space. For each fixed degree i ∈ Z, the restriction functorM 7→Mi toOW –modules
is exact and admits as left adjoint the functor V 7→ V⊗OWR[−i]. The corresponding
canonicalR–homomorphism
⊕
i∈ZM
i⊗OWR[−i]→M is an epimorphism of (DG)
R–modules. The analogue to the skeleton filtration is the degree filtration
M≥k = Im
(⊕
i≥k
Mi ⊗OW R[−i]→M
)
⊆M ,
whence M≥k is just the (DG) submodule of M generated by all homogeneous
components in degrees at least k.
Now we turn to the existence and construction of resolutions for DGR∗–modules.
2.11. We will say in brief that an R∗–moduleM∗ =
⊕
i∈ZM
i
∗ has coherent homo-
geneous components if each Miα is coherent as OWα–module. By convention, our
DG algebras will always have coherent homogeneous components. The category of
all R∗–modules with coherent homogeneous components is then abelian and will,
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slightly abusively, be denoted CohR∗. The restriction to a simplex α and its
left adjoint p∗α preserve coherence of homogeneous components and the R∗–module⊕
α∈A p
∗
α(Mα) is in CohR∗ along with M∗.
2.12. A module P∗ ∈ CohR∗ will be called projective if it is a projective object
in that category, equivalently, if the functor HomR∗(P∗,−) is exact on CohR∗. As
remarked above, such a projective module is in general not a projective object in
the category of all R∗–modules. Note also that, in general, R∗ is not a projective
module over itself. In contrast, Rα, being a module with coherent homogeneous
components over the Stein compact setWα, is projective as a module over itself, and
if Pα is projective in CohRα then p∗α(Pα) is a projective R∗–module since a left
adjoint of an exact functor preserves projectives. A module F∗ ∈ CohR∗ is called
graded free if it is a direct sum of modules p∗α(Pα) with graded free Rα–modules Pα.
Thus graded free modules are always projective. Each categoryCohRα has enough
projectives, for example, the graded free modules. As the canonical R∗–homom-
orphism
⊕
α∈A p
∗
α(Mα)→M∗ is an epimorphism, there are enough projectives in
CohR∗ as well.
Using the simplicial structure, and generalizing slightly [Fle1, 2.3, (3)], one ob-
tains the following precise description of projective R∗–modules.
Lemma 2.13. 1. An R∗–module P∗ is projective if and only if
P∗ ∼=
⊕
α∈A p
∗
α(Qα)
for some projective Rα–modules Qα with coherent homogeneous components.
2. If Qα is a projective Rα–module with Qiα = 0 for i ≫ 0, then Qα
∼=⊕
j∈ZQ
(j)
α , where Q
(j)
α is a projective Rα–module generated in degree j.
Proof. By induction on the dimension of simplices, it clearly suffices to show the
following. If A′ ⊆ A consists of all simplices α′ such that Pα = 0 for each strict
subset α ⊂ α′, then
⊕
α′∈A′ p
∗
α′(Pα′) is a direct summand of P∗. As P∗ is projective
the canonical epimorphism ϕ :
⊕
α∈A p
∗
α(Pα) → P∗ admits a section ψ . The
definition of A′ yields for each α′ ∈ A′ that ϕα′ , and thus also ψα′ , is the identity
on (
⊕
α∈A p
∗
α(Pα))α′ = Pα′ . Composing the projection
⊕
α∈A p
∗
α(Pα) → p
∗
α′(Pα′)
with ψ then retracts the natural homomorphism p∗α′(Pα′)→ P∗ and the claim (1)
follows.
Repeating the argument with respect to degrees instead of simplices yields the
second assertion.
If P∗ is a projective R∗–module which also carries a DG structure then we will
say in brief that P∗ is a projective DG R∗–module, although, of course, P∗ is not
necessarily a projective object in the category of all DG modules with coherent
homogeneous components.
For a projective module P∗ the skeleton filtration 2.9 is by direct summands:
In the notation of the preceding lemma, P≤k ∼=
⊕
|α|≤k p
∗
α(Qα), whence each such
submodule as well as each subquotient P≤k/P≤k−1 ∼=
⊕
|α|=k p
∗
α(Qα) is again pro-
jective. Analogously, if Pα vanishes above, each submodule or subquotient with
respect to the degree filtration is again projective. If P∗, resp. Pα, is a projective
DG module, then P≤k, resp. P≥kα , is not necessarily a direct summand as DG
module, but one has the following simple observations that reflect typical reduction
steps when dealing with projective DG P∗–modules that locally vanish above.
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Lemma 2.14. If M∗ and P∗ are DG R∗–modules with P∗ projective, then the
natural map
Hp(HomR∗(P∗,M∗))−→ lim←-----
k
Hp(HomR∗(P≤k,M∗))
is bijective for each integer p.
If Mα and Pα are DG Rα–modules with Pα projective and P iα = 0 for i ≫ 0,
then the natural map
Hp(HomRα(Pα,Mα))−→ lim←-----
k
Hp(HomRα(P
≥k
α ,Mα))
is bijective for each integer p.
If Pα is generated in a single degree k, then there is a natural number s such
that the complex HomRα(Pα,Mα) becomes a direct summand of Γ(Wα,Mα[k])
s.
Proof. As said above, 0 → P≤k → P∗ → P∗/P≤k → 0 is an exact sequence of
projective R∗–modules and so splits, whence the induced map HomR∗(P∗,M∗)→
HomR∗(P≤k,M∗) is surjective. The first claim follows immediately and the second
one is obtained replacing skeleton by degree filtration.
For the final assertion, note that the hypothesis yields a natural epimorphism of
DG Rα–modules Pkα ⊗OWα Rα[−k]→ Pα. As Pα is projective it has in particular
coherent homogeneous components and so Pkα can be generated by a finite number
of sections over Wα, which in turn provides an epimorphism Rα[−k]s → Pα. Em-
ploying now fully that Pα is projective, this epimorphism splits as a homomorphism
of Rα–modules. As Pα is generated in a single degree, the differential necessarily
vanishes on the generators and the splitting is already a morphism of DG modules.
Finally use that HomRα(Rα[−k],Mα) = Γ(Wα,Mα[k]).
An R∗–module M∗ will be called W∗-acyclic if Hi(Wα,Mα) = 0 for all α ∈ A.
For instance, by Theorem B every moduleM∗ ∈ CohR∗ is W∗-acyclic. The point
of the definition is of course that a quasiisomorphismM∗ → N∗ of W∗-acyclic DG
modules induces quasiisomorphisms Γ(Wα,Mα)→ Γ(Wα,Nα) over each simplex.
Lemma 2.15. For each DG R∗–module M∗ there is a W∗-acyclic resolution, thus
a quasiisomorphism M∗→֒W˜∗ from M∗ into a W∗-acyclic module W˜∗. The con-
struction is functorial in M∗.
Proof. Consider on each simplex α ∈ A the canonical flabby resolution, say,Mα →
W•α. As this resolution is functorial, each component of the complexW
•
α is naturally
again a DG Rα–module and the resulting system M∗ → W•∗ is a resolution by
DG R∗–modules. Now cut this resolution on the simplex α at the place d(α) :=∑
β⊆α dimWβ to obtain W¯
i
α := W
i
α for i < d(α), W¯
i
α := 0 for i > d(α) and
W¯ iα := Ker(W
i
α →W
i+1
α ) for i = d(α).
The choice of the cut-off point guarantees first, as d(α) ≥ dimWα, that W¯
d(α)
α
is W∗-acyclic along with the other components. Secondly, as d(α) ≤ d(β) for
α ⊆ β, the truncated complexes still form a simplicial system. Finally, W¯•∗ is now
a complex that locally vanishes above and thus the canonical injection M∗ →֒W˜∗
into the DG module obtained as the total complex associated to W¯•∗ provides the
desired functorial quasiisomorphism into a W∗-acyclic R∗–module.
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Corollary 2.16. The inclusion of the full subcategory of D(X∗) consisting of all
W∗-acyclic DG R∗–modules into D(X∗) is an equivalence of triangulated categories.
An inverse is given by associating to a DG R∗–module its W∗-acyclic resolution.
To derive a functor on all DG R∗–modules it suffices thus to derive it on the
W∗-acyclic ones.
Proposition 2.17. Let M∗ → N∗ be a quasiisomorphism of DG R∗–modules and
P∗ a projective DG R∗–module that locally vanishes above.
1. The map P∗ ⊗R∗ M∗ → P∗ ⊗R∗ N∗ is a quasiisomorphism.
2. If M∗, N∗ are W∗-acyclic, then HomR∗(P∗,M∗)−→HomR∗(P∗,N∗) is a
quasiisomorphism. In particular, any morphism P∗ → N∗ of DG R∗–modules
lifts through the given quasiisomorphism to a morphism of DG R∗–modules
P∗ →M∗.
Proof. Assertion (1) can be verified locally and there [ALG, X.66,§4 no.3] applies.
To prove (2), we may assume by the first part of lemma 2.14 that P∗ = P≤k. In
this case the spectral sequence associated to the skeleton filtration on P∗ converges
and so it is sufficient to show the claim in case that P∗ ∼= p∗(Pα) with a projective
DG Rα–module Pα. In view of 2.8(2) this requires to show that the corresponding
map
(∗) HomRα(Pα,Mα)→ HomRα(Pα,Nα).
is a quasiisomorphism. Because of the second part of lemma 2.14 we may re-
duce to the situation where Pα is generated in finitely many degrees, in which
case the spectral sequence associated to the degree filtration on Pα converges.
It remains to deal with the case that Pα is generated in a single degree k and
then the final part of lemma 2.14 exhibits the map (∗) as a direct summand of
Γ(Wα,Mα[k]s) → Γ(Wα,Nα[k]s) for some s. As M∗,N∗ are W∗-acyclic, this last
map is a quasiisomorphism and the claim follows.
Corollary 2.18. Any quasiisomorphism P∗ → Q∗ between projective DG R∗–
modules that locally vanish above is a homotopy equivalence. In particular, for
every DG R∗–module M∗ and any quasiisomorphism P∗ → Q∗ the induced maps
HomR∗(Q∗,M∗)−→HomR∗(P∗,M∗) and
P∗ ⊗R∗ M∗−→Q∗ ⊗R∗ M∗
are quasiisomorphisms.
Proof. It follows from 2.16 and 2.17(2) that any quasiisomorphism between projec-
tive DGR∗–modules that locally vanish above is represented by an actual morphism
f : P∗ → Q∗ of DG R∗–modules. Such a morphism is a homotopy equivalence if
the identity on the mapping cone C∗ = Con∗(f) is homotopic to 0. With P∗,Q∗
also C∗ is projective, thus W∗-acyclic, and locally vanishes above. So the preced-
ing result 2.17(2) applies to yield that HomR∗(C∗, C∗) → HomR∗(C∗, 0) = 0 is a
quasiisomorphism. The rest follows immediately.
A quasiisomorphism h : P∗ →M∗ of DG R∗–modules will be called a projective
approximation of M∗ if P∗ is a projective DG R∗–module that locally vanishes
above. The preceding corollary shows that projective approximations of a DG R∗–
module are unique up to homotopy equivalence. Their existence is settled next.
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Proposition 2.19. A DG R∗–module M∗ admits a projective approximation if
and only if it is bounded above with coherent cohomology.
Proof. If h : P∗ → M∗ is a projective approximation, then M∗ is necessarily
bounded above with coherent cohomology as this holds for P∗ and h is a qua-
siisomorphism. Conversely, it suffices by 2.15 to show the existence of a projec-
tive approximation when M∗ is furthermore W∗-acyclic. But if M∗ is W∗-acyclic
with coherent, thus W∗-acyclic, cohomology, then its submodule of boundaries,
B∗ = ∂(M∗) ⊆M∗ is also W∗-acyclic: the exact sequences
0→ Ki∗ →M
i
∗ → B
i
∗ → 0
0→ Bi−1∗ →K
i
∗ → H
i(M∗)→ 0
yield for each j ≥ 1 and each simplex α ∈ A isomorphisms
Hj(Wα,B
i
α)
∼=
−→ Hj+1(Wα,K
i
α)
∼=
←− Hj+1(Wα,B
i−1
α ),
whence Hj(Wα,Biα) ∼= H
j+dimWα(Wα,Bi−dimWαα ) = 0 for each i.
In view of this observation, the classical construction of a projective resolution
applies: as H∗(M∗) is coherent there exists a surjection from a graded free R0∗–
module Q∗ with coherent homogeneous components onto H(M∗) such that Qiα
vanishes in degrees i > d if Hi(Mβ) vanishes for those degrees for all simplices
β ⊆ α. Due to the acyclicity of the boundaries B∗ ⊆M∗, this homomorphism lifts
from the cohomology to the cycles K∗ ⊆ M∗, and the resulting morphism of DG
R∗–modules P
(0)
∗ := Q∗ ⊗R0∗ R∗ → M∗ is surjective in cohomology. Now P
(0)
∗ is
projective, thus any submodule is W∗-acyclic, and the usual process, see e.g. [Har,
I.4.6], produces a complex · · · → P
(i)
∗ → · · · → P
(0)
∗ → M∗ → 0 with projective
DG R∗–modules P
(i)
∗ that becomes acyclic when H is applied. Moreover, on each
simplex α the projective modules P
(i)
α can be choosen to vanish uniformly above so
that the DG R∗–module P∗ associated to the total complex of the P
(i)
∗ is again a
projective R∗–module. The induced morphism h : P∗ →M∗ then resolves, cf. 2.7,
and constitutes a desired projective approximation.
Example 2.20. As we mentioned earlier in 2.12, and as can be seen easily from
2.13, R∗ is in general not a projective module over itself. Instead, R∗ admits
the following explicit, and natural, projective approximation. First consider the
co-Cˇech complex
· · · →
⊕
|α|=p
p∗α(Rα)e(α)
δ
−→ · · ·
δ
−→
⊕
|α|=1
p∗α(Rα)e(α)
δ
−→
⊕
|α|=0
p∗α(Rα)e(α)→ 0 ,
where the direct sums are indexed by ordered simplices, α = (α0, . . . , αˆj , . . . , αp),
and the differential δ is dual to the differential of the Cˇech complex so that
δ(e(α0, . . . , αp)) =
∑
(−1)je(α0, . . . , αˆj, . . . , αp) .
This differential is a homomorphism of DG modules and each term of the complex
is a projective R∗–module by 2.13. The augmentation map
⊕
|α|=0 p
∗
α(Rα)e(α)
ǫ
−→
R∗, sum of the natural maps p∗α(Rα) → R∗, realizes the co-Cˇech complex as a
projective resolution of R∗ as an R∗–module: the restriction of the augmented
complex to any simplex is evidently contractible.
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The total complex associated to this co-Cˇech complex gives thus a projective
approximationP∗ ofR∗, see 2.7 or the proof of 2.19. Note that P∗ =
⊕
p∗α(Rα)[|α|],
where the sum is taken over all ordered simplices α.
Remarks 2.21. 1. It follows that a projective approximation h : P∗ → M∗ can
be realized as a pair of morphisms of DG R∗–modules P∗ → M˜∗ ← M∗, where
the morphism M∗ → M˜∗ is a W∗-acyclic resolution and P∗ → M˜∗ is a projective
resolution as constructed in the proof.
2. If so desired, one may clearly modify the above construction to obtain in the
end a projective approximation F∗ →M∗ with F∗ a graded free DG R∗–module.
3. With the notation of the proposition, if A′ ⊆ A is a set of simplices such that
H(Mα) = 0 for all simplices α that do not contain a simplex from A′, then the
above construction produces a projective approximation with Pα = 0 for the same
simplices.
Analogously, if Hi(M∗) = 0 for i > i0, then the construction provides a projec-
tive approximation h : P∗ →M∗ with P i∗ = 0 for i > i0.
2.22. Now we can describe the Ext-functors of DG R∗–modules when the con-
travariant argument admits a projective approximation. Recall that by our conven-
tions for R∗–modulesM∗, N∗ the Ext
k–functors are given by the set of morphisms
M∗ → N∗ of degree k in the derived category so that
ExtkR∗(M∗,N∗) = HomD(R∗)(M∗,N∗[k]) .
The following proposition summarizes 2.19, 2.17(2), and 2.16. The reader should
compare the result with [Ill, VI.10.2.4] in the algebraic case.
Proposition 2.23. IfM∗ is a DGR∗–modules that is bounded above with coherent
cohomology, and N∗ is any DG R∗–module then
ExtkR∗(M∗,N∗)
∼= Hk(HomR∗(P∗, N˜∗)) for k ∈ Z ,
where P∗ →M∗ is a projective approximation and N∗ → N˜∗ is a quasiisomorphism
into a W∗-acyclic DG R∗–module.
2.24. Projective approximations allow as well to derive tensor products of DG
R∗–modules. Calling a DG R∗–module M∗ flat if M∗ ⊗R∗ ( ) preserves quasiiso-
morphisms of DG R∗–modules, a projective module that locally vanishes above is
flat by 2.17(1). Indeed, for flatness it suffices already that the module locally van-
ishes above and that its restriction to each simplex is projective. For example, R∗
itself is always flat. If P∗ →M∗ is a projective approximation of a DG R∗–module
M∗, necessarily bounded above with coherent cohomology, and if N∗ is any DG
R∗–module, then P∗⊗R∗ N∗ representsM∗⊗R∗ N∗, the derived tensor product of
M∗ with N∗ over R∗.
By 2.18, the derived tensor product is well defined up to homotopy equivalence,
and by 2.17(1) and 2.18 a pair of quasiisomorphisms M∗ → M′∗, N∗ → N
′
∗ of
DG R∗–modules induces a quasiisomorphism M∗⊗R∗ N∗ −−→M
′
∗⊗R∗ N
′
∗. If N∗
admits a projective approximation as well, say Q∗ → N∗, then M∗ ⊗R∗ Q∗ rep-
resents M∗⊗R∗ N∗ too. If N∗ is flat and locally vanishes above then, again by
[ALG, X.Prop.4], the given quasiisomorphism P∗ → M∗ induces a quasiisomor-
phism M∗⊗R∗ N∗ −−→M∗ ⊗R∗ N∗ and so, for example, M∗⊗R∗ R∗
∼=M∗.
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A useful consequence of the preceding considerations is the following result that
is again well known in the algebraic case, see [Ill, VI.10.3.15].
Corollary 2.25. Let R∗ → S∗ be a quasiisomorphism of DG algebras over OW∗ .
1. If M∗, N∗ are DG R∗–modules that are bounded above with coherent coho-
mology, then there are natural isomorphisms
ExtkR∗(M∗,N∗)
∼=
−−→ ExtkS∗(M∗⊗R∗ S∗,N∗⊗R∗ S∗)
for each integer k.
2. If M∗ is in D
−
coh(R∗) and N∗ any DG S∗–module, then for each integer k
there is a natural isomorphism
ExtkR∗(M∗,N∗)
∼=−−→ ExtkS∗(M∗⊗R∗ S∗,N∗) .
3. Restriction of scalars from S∗ to R∗ and ( )⊗R∗ S∗ form a pair of inverse
exact equivalences between D−coh(S∗) and D
−
coh(R∗).
Proof. Let P∗ → M∗ and Q∗ → N∗ be projective approximations as DG R∗–
modules. By 2.17(1), Q∗ → Q∗ ⊗R∗ S∗ is a quasiisomorphism and so
ExtkR∗(P∗,Q∗)
∼=
−→ ExtkR∗(P∗,Q∗ ⊗R∗ S∗) .
As HomR∗(P∗,Q∗ ⊗R∗ S∗) ∼= HomS∗(P∗ ⊗R∗ S∗,Q∗ ⊗R∗ S∗) and P∗ ⊗R∗ S∗ is a
projective DG S∗–module that locally vanishes above, assertion (1) follows from
2.23.
To obtain (2), let P∗ →M∗ be as before and N∗ → N˜∗ a W∗–acyclic resolution
that is a morphism of DG S∗–modules. One has then
ExtkR∗(M∗,N∗)
∼= Hk(HomR∗(P∗, N˜∗)) by 2.23,
∼= Hk(HomS∗(P∗ ⊗R∗ S∗, N˜∗)) by adjunction,
∼= ExtkS∗(M∗⊗R∗ S∗,N∗) by 2.23 again.
For (3), note that ( )⊗R∗ S∗ on D
−
coh(R∗) is fully faithful by (1). This functor
takes its values in D−coh(S∗), and to establish it is an equivalence with inverse as
indicated, it suffices to remark that for each N∗ in D
−
coh(S∗) the natural morphism
N∗⊗R∗ S∗ → N∗ obtained from (2) is an isomorphism in D
−
coh(S∗). Indeed, let
N∗ → N˜∗ be again a W∗–acyclic resolution that is a morphism of DG S∗–modules
and choose a morphism of DG R∗–modules Q∗ → N˜∗ that constitutes a projective
approximation. As N˜∗ is already a S∗–module, this quasiisomorphism factors as
Q∗ → Q∗ ⊗R∗ S∗ → N˜∗, the morphism Q∗ → Q∗ ⊗R∗ S∗ is a quasiisomorphism
by 2.17(1), and thus so is Q∗ ⊗R∗ S∗ → N˜∗. Now the pair of quasiisomorphisms
Q∗ ⊗R∗ S∗ → N˜∗ ← N∗ represents the morphism N∗⊗R∗ S∗ → N∗, whence the
latter is an isomorphism in D−coh(S∗).
2.26. Considering OX∗ as a DG algebra concentrated in degree 0, (projective) DG
OX∗–modules are just complexes of (projective) OX∗–modules. In this situation,
the restriction functor to a simplex α is easily seen to admit a right adjoint, given
by
pα∗(Mα)β :=
{
pβα∗(Mα) for β ⊆ α
0 otherwise,
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cf. [Fle1, §2], or, again more generally, [Ill, VI.5.3]. As it is right adjoint to an exact
functor, pα∗ transforms an injective OXα–module Iα into the injective OX∗–module
pα∗(Iα). The canonical map M∗ →֒
∏
α∈A pα∗(Mα) is a monomorphism for each
OX∗–module M∗, and embedding in turn each Mα into an injective OXα–module
Iα yields by composition a monomorphism M∗ →֒
∏
α∈A pα∗(Iα) into an injective
OX∗–module. Thus the category of OX∗–modules has enough injectives. In par-
ticular, for complexes M∗,N∗ of OX∗–modules one may calculate Ext
k
X∗(M∗,N∗)
in the “classical” way as Hk(HomX∗(M∗, I∗)) if N∗ admits an injective resolution
N∗ → I∗. By 2.23, if M∗ is a complex of OX∗–modules that is bounded above
with coherent cohomology, then these groups can be calculated using a projective
approximation of M∗.
2.27. Restricting a given OX–module M to the Stein compact sets of the given
covering defines the OX∗–module M∗ = j
∗M with Mα :=M|Xα. This functor is
exact and so induces directly a functor j∗ : D(X) → D(X∗) between the derived
categories.
To describe a right adjoint, denote jα : Xα →֒X the inclusion and associate to a
module M∗ on X∗ the Cˇech complex C•(M∗) with terms
Cp(M∗) :=
∏
|α|=p
jα∗(Mα) ,
where the product is over all ordered simplices, and differential defined in the usual
way by means of the transition maps forM∗ and the given ordering on the simplices.
The functor j∗(M∗) := H0(C•(M∗)) is a right adjoint to j∗ on the category of
OX∗–modules, and the canonical homomorphism of OX–modules M → j∗j
∗(M)
is an isomorphism.
As the given covering is locally finite, the complex C•(M∗) is locally bounded;
the localization at a point x ∈ X vanishes in degrees greater than max{|α|, x ∈ Xα}.
As the covering is by closed sets, the functors jα∗, and then also C
p( ), are exact.
These two facts together imply that the total complex (associated to) C•(M•∗) is
acyclic whenever M•∗ is an acyclic complex of OX∗–modules. Accordingly, C
• can
be viewed as a functor from D(X∗) to D(X). Note that the terms of the complex
C•(M•∗) are flat OX–modules whenever M
•
α is flat over OXα for each simplex α.
We now show that C• represents Rj∗, the right derived functor of j∗: for an
OX∗–module of the form pα∗(Mα), the complex C
•(pα∗(Mα)) is nothing but the
usual (sheafified) Cˇech complex of Mα on Xα with respect to the trivial covering
{Xα∩Xi = Xα}i∈α, then extended by zero to the rest of X . Clearly C
•(pα∗(Mα))
resolves j∗(pα∗(Mα)) ∼= jα∗(Mα), the extension of Mα by zero. By 2.26, each
OX∗–moduleM∗ admits a resolution by OX∗–modules of the form
∏
α∈A pα∗(Nα),
whence the natural morphism of functors Rj∗ → C•, induced by the universal
property of the derived functor, is indeed an isomorphism. The relationship between
D(X) and D(X∗) can now be summarized as follows.
Proposition 2.28. The functor j∗ : D(X) → D(X∗) embeds D(X) as a full and
exact subcategory into D(X∗) and C
• ∼= Rj∗ is an exact right adjoint. In particular,
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for M,N ∈ D(X) and N ′∗ ∈ D(X∗) there are functorial isomorphisms
M∼= C•(j∗M) ,
ExtkX(M,N )
∼= ExtkX∗(j
∗(M), j∗(N )) , and
ExtkX∗(j
∗(M),N ′∗)
∼= ExtkX(M, C
•(N ′∗)) .
The adjoint pair j∗, Rj∗ satisfies the projection formula: the canonical morphism
M⊗OX Rj∗(N∗)→ Rj∗(j
∗M⊗OX∗
N∗)
is an isomorphism in D(X) for M∈ D(X) and N∗ ∈ D
−
coh(X∗).
Proof. As mentioned above, the natural morphism of functors id → j∗j∗ is an
isomorphism on the level of modules. It induces an isomorphism id → (Rj∗)j∗ ∼=
C•j∗ of the corresponding derived functors on D(X), whence the functor j∗ is still
fully faithful on D(X).
To prove the projection formula, observe first that the natural map
j∗(M⊗OX M
′)→ j∗(M)⊗OX∗ j
∗(M′)
is an isomorphism as this holds on each simplex. As j∗ is exact, this isomor-
phism passes to the derived tensor products as soon as those exist. Adjunc-
tion then yields a morphism M⊗OX M
′ → Rj∗(j∗(M)⊗OX∗
j∗(M′)). Now set
M′ = Rj∗N∗ and compose the corresponding morphism with the one induced
by the adjunction map j∗Rj∗(N∗) → N∗ to obtain the morphism in the projec-
tion formula. Given the existence of this natural morphism, to establish it as an
isomorphism for N∗ ∈ D
−
coh(X∗), we first replace N∗ by a projective approxima-
tion P∗, then use 2.13 to reduce to the case N∗ = p
∗
α(OXα) for some simplex α.
Now Rj∗(p
∗
α(OXα))
∼= C•(OX |Xα) is a finite complex of flat OX–modules that
resolves OX |Xα and Rj∗(j∗M⊗OX∗
p∗α(OXα)) ∼= C
•(M|Xα) resolvesM|Xα. The
desired isomorphism in D(X) follows thus from the obvious one for OX–modules,
M|Xα ∼=M⊗OX (OX |Xα).
Example 2.29. IfN is any complex onX then, by our conventions, its cohomology
groups Hk(X,N ) are the groups ExtkX(OX ,N ) and so can be computed by the
complex HomX∗(P∗, N˜∗), where P∗ → OX∗ is a projective resolution of OX∗ as a
module over itself and N∗ → N˜∗ is a quasiisomorphism into a W∗-acyclic complex.
Using the projective approximation P∗ of OX∗ constructed in 2.20 it follows that
HomX∗(P∗, N˜∗) is the usual Cˇech-complex Γ(X,C
•(N˜∗)).
Remark 2.30. 1. Note that the preceding constructions work more generally on
the category of all sheaves of abelian groups AbX on X and AbX∗ on X∗. In
particular, later on we will need the Cˇech functor in this context, where it is still
exact and defines with the same arguments as before the derived functor Rj∗ from
D(AbX∗) into D(AbX).
2. As j∗ is fully faithful, the essential image of D(X) under this functor is
easily seen to consist of all complexes N∗ in D(X∗) for which the transition maps
p∗αβ(Nα) → Nβ are quasiisomorphisms for all simplices α, β with α ⊆ β. In this
case the natural map j∗C•(N∗)→ N∗ is a quasiisomorphism, and 2.28 implies that
for each complex M∈ D(X), there are isomorphisms
ExtiX∗(N∗, j
∗M) ∼= ExtiX(C
•(N∗),M) , i ∈ Z .
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We now turn to the construction of algebra resolutions and resolvents.
2.31. A morphism R∗ → R˜∗ of DG algebras over W∗ is called free if there is a
graded free DG R∗–module F∗ such that R˜∗ ∼= SR∗(F∗) as R∗-algebras, where the
symmetric algebra functor is to be understood in the graded context. Note that
the composition of free morphisms of DG algebras is again a free morphism.
If R∗ → S∗ is any morphism of DG algebras over W∗, a factorization R∗ →
R˜∗ → S∗ with R∗ → R˜∗ free and R˜∗ → S∗ a surjective quasiisomorphism of DG
algebras will be called a DG algebra resolution of S∗ over R∗.
The result 2.25 together with the next one are the crucial ingredients in the
construction of cotangent complexes following Quillen’s original approach [Qui1],
[Qui2]. In his framework of closed model categories, the free morphisms are the
cofibrations and the surjective quasiisomorphisms are the acyclic fibrations.
Proposition 2.32. Every morphism R∗ → S∗ of DG algebras admits a DG algebra
resolution.
Proof. According to our general assumption on DG algebras, the R∗–module S∗
is in CohR∗, and so 2.19 and 2.21(a),(b) guarantee a projective approximation of
S∗ in form of a morphism of DG R∗–modules from a graded free DG R∗–module,
say F
(0)
∗ → S∗. The induced morphism R
(0)
∗ := SR∗(F
(0)
∗ ) → S∗ of DG algebras
induces a surjection in cohomology and the structure map R∗ →R
(0)
∗ is free.
Now assume constructed for some integer k ≥ 0 a morphism of DG R∗–algebras
R
(k)
∗ → S∗ with R
(k)
∗ free over R∗ that is surjective in cohomology and such that
Hi(R
(k)
∗ ) → Hi(S∗) is an isomorphism for i > −k. As the kernel of the surjection
H−k(R
(k)
∗ ) → H−k(S∗) is coherent, one may choose a graded free coherent OW∗–
module F−k−1∗ that is concentrated in degree −k−1 and a morphism ϕ : F
−k−1
∗ →
R
(k)
∗ of graded OW∗–modules of degree 1 that maps F
−k−1
∗ into the cycles of R
(k)
∗
and such that the sequence of OW∗–modules
F−k−1∗ −→H
−k(R
(k)
∗ )−→H
−k(S∗)−→0
is exact. Now set
R
(k+1)
∗
∼= SR(k)∗
(F−k−1∗ ⊗OW∗ R
(k)
∗ ) ∼= SR∗(F
−k−1
∗ ⊗OW∗ R∗)⊗R∗ R
(k)
∗
and use ϕ to extend the given differential. This DG algebra is free over R
(k)
∗
and the structure map is an isomorphism in degrees greater than −(k + 1). The
composed map, say, γ : F−k−1∗ → R
(k)
∗ → S∗ maps F−k−1∗ into the boundaries,
hence we can find a lifting γ˜ : F−k−1∗ → S
−k−1
∗ so that γ = ∂γ˜. There is a
unique homorphism of R
(k)
∗ -algebrasR
(k+1)
∗ → S∗ that restricts to γ˜ on F−k−1∗ . By
construction it is also a morphism of DG algebras, and it is surjective in cohomology
with Hi(R
(k+1)
∗ ) → Hi(S∗) an isomorphism for each i > −(k + 1). Finally set
R˜∗ = lim−→k
R
(k)
∗ .
To remember the graded free DG R∗–modules F−k∗ ⊗OW∗ R∗ that were succes-
sively adjoined in the construction of the algebra resolution we also write R˜∗ =
R∗[F−k∗ ⊗OW∗ R∗; k ≥ 0] , and the sequence of free DG algebra morphisms
R∗ →֒ · · · →֒R˜
(k)
∗ := R∗[F
−i
∗ ⊗OW∗ R∗; k ≥ i ≥ 0]→֒ · · · →֒R˜∗
is sometimes called the associated Postnikov tower .
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2.33. Following [Pal, Fle1] we will introduce the notion of a resolvent. Given a
morphism of complex spaces X → Y , a resolvent for X over Y consists in a triple
(X∗,W∗,R∗) satisfying the following conditions.
1. X∗ is the simplicial space associated to some locally finite covering (Xi)i∈I of
X by Stein compact subsets, see 2.2;
2. X∗ →֒ W∗ is a smoothing of X → Y as in 2.2;
3. R∗ is a free DG algebra resolution of OX∗ over OW∗ .
Given X∗ and W∗, we will sometimes also refer to R∗ as a resolvent of OX∗.
The preceding results have the following application.
Corollary 2.34. A resolvent (X∗,W∗,R∗) of X over Y exists and one may assume
that OW∗ → R
0
∗ is an isomorphism, thus that R∗ = OW∗ [F
−k
∗ ; k ≥ 1] with suitable
graded free OW∗–modules F
−k
∗ concentrated in degree −k.
The induced functor ( )⊗R∗ OX∗ : D
−
coh(R∗) → D
−
coh(X∗) is an exact equiva-
lence of categories.
Remark 2.35. Up to this point, all results are valid with insignificant modifica-
tions for a finitely presented morphism X → Y of arbitrary locally noetherian
schemes if one replaces “Stein compact set” by “affine scheme”. If one further
replaces “coherent” by “quasi-coherent”, the preceding results hold even for any
morphism of schemes.
We finish this section with the relevant results on cotangent complexes, and here
we need characteristic zero, as otherwise DG algebra resolutions are not sufficient,
[Qui2], [Qui3].
2.36. Let R∗ be a DG algebra over W∗ as before. By definition, OWα×YWα ∼=
OWα⊗˜OYOWα , where ⊗˜ denotes the analytic tensor product . Abusively, we set
R∗ ⊗OY R∗ := R∗ ⊗OW∗ (OW∗⊗˜OYOW∗)⊗OW∗ R∗ ,
and note that R∗ ⊗OY R∗ is naturally a DG algebra over the smooth simplical
scheme W∗ ×Y W∗ = {Wα ×Y Wα}α∈A of Stein compact sets, see 2.2.
Let µ : R∗ ⊗OY R∗ → R∗ denote the multiplication map and set I∗ := kerµ ⊆
R∗ ⊗OY R∗. The DG R∗–module Ω
1
R∗/Y
= I∗/I2∗ is the module of (analytic)
differential 1-forms of R∗ over Y . As R∗ has coherent homogeneous components
by hypothesis, Ω1R∗/Y is a DG R∗–module in Coh(R∗). The universal derivation
d : R∗ → Ω1R∗/Y maps a local section f of Rα to the class
df = 1⊗ f − f ⊗ 1 ∈ Iα mod I
2
α .
It is a map of degree zero that has the desired universal property with respect to
homogeneous Y -derivations into graded R∗–modules in CohR∗. More precisely,
with DeriY (R∗,N∗) the group of Y -derivations of degree i into the R∗–module N∗,
one has a natural inclusion
HomiR∗(Ω
1
R∗/Y
,N∗) ⊂
( )◦d✲ DeriY (R∗,N∗)
that becomes an isomorphism for N∗ ∈ CohR∗. As the classes df locally generate
Ω1R∗/Y , its differential, inherited from R∗⊗OY R∗, is uniquely determined through
∂(df) = d(∂f) .
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The module of (analytic) differential forms of degree k ≥ 0 is the DG R∗–module
ΩkR∗/Y := Λ
k
R∗
Ω1R∗/Y , the alternating or (graded) exterior power of Ω
1
R∗/Y
, see,
for example, [Lod, 5.4.3]. These DG modules are again in CohR∗. For later
use we recall that (graded) symmetric and exterior powers are related through
SkR∗(Ω
1
R∗/Y
[1]) ∼= ΩkR∗/Y [k].
2.37. The differential module Ω1R∗/Y of a free algebra over OW∗ is a graded free
R∗–module and so are the exterior powers ΩkR∗/Y . The natural maps
ΩkR∗/Y−→Ω
k
R∗/Y
⊗R∗ OX∗ for k ≥ 0
are thus quasiisomorphisms by 2.15. The Cˇech-complex C•(Ω1R∗/Y ⊗R∗ OX∗) on
X is a cotangent complex of X over Y and is denoted LX/Y . By construction, it is
a complex in D−coh(X) whose terms are flat OX–modules. The isomorphism class
of LX/Y in D(X) is well defined, see [Fle1], in the sense that it does not depend on
the choice of the resolvent (X∗,W∗,R∗). We set furthermore
ΛkLX/Y := C
•(ΩkR∗/Y ⊗R∗ OX∗) for k ≥ 0 .
These complexes are also in D−coh(X) and their isomorphism classes are again well
defined. Indeed, they represent the derived exterior powers of LX/Y in the sense of
[DPu, Qui2] or [Ill, I.4.2.2].
The functoriality of the formation of the cotangent complex and its powers has
the following consequence: the natural morphisms of complexes of OXα–modules
ΛkLX/Y
∣∣
Xα
→ ΩkRα/Y ⊗Rα OXα(3)
are quasiisomorphisms for each simplex α and each k ≥ 0.
Recall that the tangent cohomology functors of X over Y are defined by
T iX/Y (N ) := Ext
i
X(LX/Y ,N ) , i ∈ Z ,
for any OX–module, or, more generally, for any complex N in D(X). The following
more explicit description in terms of resolvents will be frequently used in this paper.
Proposition 2.38. If (X∗,W∗,R∗) is a resolvent of X over Y then for every com-
plex N ∈ D(X) and each integer i there are canonical isomorphisms
T iX/Y (N )
∼= ExtiR∗(Ω
1
R∗/Y
,N∗) ∼= H
i(HomR∗(Ω
1
R∗/Y
, N˜∗)) ,
where N∗ → N˜∗ is a quasiisomorphism of N∗ := j
∗(N ) into a W∗-acyclic complex
of OX∗–modules. Moreover, if N is a complex of coherent OX–modules then these
groups are as well isomorphic to Hi(DerY (R∗,N∗)).
Proof. In view of 2.30(2), the quasiisomorphism (3) for k = 1 shows that
ExtiOX∗ (Ω
1
R∗/Y
⊗R∗ OX∗ ,N∗) ∼= Ext
i
X(LX/Y ,N ) ,
and the term on the right is isomorphic to T iX/Y (N ). According to 2.25 (3), the
term on the left is isomorphic to ExtiR∗(Ω
1
R∗/Y
,N∗), and so the first isomorphism
follows. The second one follows from the fact that Ω1R∗/Y is a projective R∗–
module. The final assertion is a consequence of the usual universal property of the
module of analytic differentials, see 2.36.
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3. The Atiyah class
We first define and investigate Atiyah classes and their powers on D−coh(R∗) for
any DG algebra R∗ over W∗ in terms of connections, then descend to D
−
coh(X)
by means of the Cˇech functor. We keep the notations of the preceding section,
and unadorned tensor products will be over R∗. Moreover ∂ will indiscriminately
denote the differentials of the respective DG modules.
Atiyah classes via connections. Recall that a connection on anR∗–moduleM∗
is a map of degree 0,
∇ :M∗−→M∗ ⊗ Ω
1
R∗/Y
,
that satisfies the usual product rule, ∇(mf) = ∇(m)f +m⊗ df , for local sections
m in Mα and f in Rα.
We first collect some basic and simple facts about connections.
Lemma 3.1. Every projective R∗–module that locally vanishes above admits a con-
nection.
Proof. As the direct sum of a family of connections is again a connection, we may
restrict by 2.12 to the case that P∗ ∼= p∗α(Pα), where Pα is a projective Rα–module
generated in a single degree, say k. If Pα is graded free, then Pα ∼= V [k] ⊗C Rα
with V a finite dimensional vector space over C, and the collection of maps
1⊗ d : V [k]⊗C Rβ → V [k]⊗C Ω
1
Rβ/Y
, α ⊆ β ,
defines a connection on V [k]⊗C p∗α(Rα). In the general case Pα embeds into a free
module such that Fα ∼= V [k]⊗CRα ∼= Pα ⊕Qα. If ∇ : p
∗
α(Fα)→ p
∗
α(Fα)⊗Ω
1
R∗/Y
is a connection on p∗α(Fα), then the composition
p∗α(Pα)
incl.
−−−→ p∗α(Fα)
∇
−→ p∗α(Fα)⊗ Ω
1
R∗/Y
proj.
−−−→ p∗α(Pα)⊗ Ω
1
R∗/Y
is easily seen to be a connection on p∗α(Pα).
Proposition 3.2. For any connection ∇ : M∗ → M∗ ⊗ Ω1R∗/Y on a DG R∗–
module M∗, the map [∂,∇] of degree 1 is a homomorphism of DG R∗–modules, so
that
[∂,∇] = ∂∇−∇∂ ∈ Hom1R∗(M∗,M∗ ⊗ Ω
1
R∗/Y
)
is a cycle. Its cohomology class in H1(HomR∗(M∗,M∗ ⊗ Ω
1
R∗/Y
)) is independent
of the choice of connection.
Proof. That [∂,∇] is a homomorphism of right R∗–modules is easily verified by
explicit calculation. Moreover,[
∂, [∂,∇]
]
= ∂[∂,∇] + [∂,∇]∂ = ∂(∂∇−∇∂) + (∂∇−∇∂)∂ = ∂2∇−∇∂2 = 0 ,
whence [∂,∇] is a homomorphism of DG modules, thus a cycle.
If ∇1,∇2 :M∗ →M∗⊗Ω
1
R∗/Y
are connections, then ∇1−∇2 is R∗–linear and
so [∂,∇1] = [∂,∇2] + [∂,∇1 −∇2], which means that the cycles [∂,∇1], [∂,∇2] are
cohomologous.
This construction of a well defined cycle from a connection can be iterated: for
each k ≥ 0, the cycle [∂,∇] defines a morphism of DG R∗–modules of degree k,
[∂,∇]k :M∗−→M∗ ⊗ (Ω
1
R∗/Y
)⊗k
1⊗∧k
−−−→M∗ ⊗ Ω
k
R∗/Y
,
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where ∧k : (Ω1R∗/Y )
⊗k → ΩkR∗/Y is the natural projection. The class of [∂,∇]
k in
Hk(HomR∗(M∗,M∗ ⊗ Ω
k
R∗/Y
)) is again independent of the chosen connection as
follows from the case f = idM∗ in the next result that deals more generally with
the functoriality of these iterated classes.
Lemma 3.3. Let f :M∗ →M′∗ be a morphism of DG R∗–modules. If
∇ :M∗ →M∗ ⊗ Ω
1
R∗/Y
and ∇′ :M′∗ →M
′
∗ ⊗ Ω
1
R∗/Y
are connections, then (f ⊗ 1) ◦ [∂,∇]k and [∂,∇′]k ◦ f represent the same class in
Hk(HomR∗(M∗,M
′
∗ ⊗ Ω
k
R∗/Y
)).
Proof. If k = 0, the classes in question are equal to f itself. If k > 0, the map
g := (f ⊗ 1) ◦ ∇ ◦ [∂,∇]k−1 −∇′ ◦ [∂,∇′]k−1 ◦ f :M∗ →M
′
∗ ⊗ Ω
k
R∗/Y
of degree k − 1 is R∗-linear. As [∂, g] is equal to (f ⊗ 1) ◦ [∂,∇]k − [∂,∇′]k ◦ f the
claim follows.
Applying the preceding result when f is a homotopy equivalence between projec-
tive approximations of the same DG R∗–module shows that the following definition
is independent of the choice of projective approximation or connection on it.
Definition 3.4. LetM∗ be a DGR∗–module that is bounded above with coherent
cohomology. Let P∗ →M∗ be a projective approximation as in 2.19 and let ∇ be a
connection on P∗ that exists by 3.1. The Atiyah class ofM∗ with respect to R∗/Y
is the image of [∂,∇] under the isomorphism
H1(HomR∗(P∗,P∗ ⊗ Ω
1
R∗/Y
)) ∼= Ext1R∗(M∗,M∗⊗Ω
1
R∗/Y
)
[∂,∇] 7→ At(M∗) ,
and the class of [∂,∇]k is mapped to the k-th power of the Atiyah class of M∗,
[∂,∇]k 7→ Atk(M∗) ∈ Ext
k
R∗(M∗,M∗⊗Ω
k
R∗/Y
) .
3.5. Now let ϕ : R∗ → S∗ be a morphism of DG algebras over W∗ and M∗ an
R∗–module with connection ∇. The composition
M∗
∇⊗1
−−−→M∗ ⊗ Ω
1
R∗/Y
⊗ S∗
1⊗dϕ
−−−→M∗ ⊗ Ω
1
S∗/Y
∼=
−→ (M∗ ⊗ S∗)⊗S∗ Ω
1
S∗/Y
extends by the product rule to a connection ∇S∗ on the S∗–module M∗ ⊗ S∗. If
M∗ is a DG R∗–module, one verifies easily that
[∂,∇S∗ ]
k = (1⊗ ∧kdϕ) ◦ ([∂,∇]k ⊗ S∗) ,
where ∧kdϕ : (ΛkR∗Ω
1
R∗/Y
)⊗S∗ ∼= ΛkS∗(Ω
1
R∗/Y
⊗S∗)→ ΛkS∗Ω
1
S∗/Y
is the morphism
of DG S∗–modules induced by dϕ. These considerations imply the following result.
Proposition 3.6. Let ϕ : R∗ → S∗ be a morphism of DG algebras over W∗ and
M∗ ∈ D
−
coh(R∗). Under the natural maps induced by dϕ,
(∧kdϕ)∗ : Ext
k
R∗(M∗,M∗⊗Ω
k
R∗/Y
) −−→ ExtkS∗(M∗⊗S∗,M∗⊗Ω
k
S∗/Y
) ,
the powers of the Atiyah class of M∗ are mapped to those of M∗⊗S∗.
If ϕ is a quasiisomorphism, then (∧kdϕ)∗ is an isomorphism for each k and in
this sense the exact equivalence of triangulated categories ( )⊗S∗ : D
−
coh(R∗)→
D−coh(S∗) from 2.25.3 commutes with powers of Atiyah classes.
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3.7. The definition of a connection does not involve the grading of the underlying
R∗–module. In particular, if ∇ is a connection on the DG R∗–module M∗, it is
as well one on the shifted module M∗[i] for each integer i. As ∂M∗[i] = (−1)
i∂M∗ ,
the canonical identification
ExtkR∗(M∗,M∗⊗Ω
k
R∗/Y
)
[i]
−−−→
∼=
ExtkR∗(M∗[i],M∗[i]⊗Ω
k
R∗/Y
)
for M∗ in D
−
coh(R∗) maps At
k(M∗) to (−1)
kiAtk(M∗[i]), thus, in short,
Atk(M∗[i]) = (−1)
kiAtk(M∗)[i] .
3.8. The sign in this last equality disappears if one changes slightly the point of
view: recall that for any DG R∗–modules M∗,N∗ and any integer k one has a
natural isomorphism of DG R∗–modules that moves the shift functor T
k to the
second factor,
(M∗ ⊗N∗)[k]
∼=
−→M∗ ⊗ (N∗[k]) , T
k(m⊗ n) 7→ (−1)k|m|m⊗ T kn ,
where m is a local homogeneous section of M∗ and n is a local section of N∗.
Composing Atk(M∗) with this isomorphism yields then a morphism
M∗
Atk(M∗)
−−−−−−→ (M∗⊗Ω
k
R∗/Y
)[k]
∼=
−→M∗⊗(Ω
k
R∗/Y
[k])
∼=
−→M∗⊗ S
k(Ω1R∗/Y [1])
that we denote, abusively, again by Atk(M∗). In this form, 3.3 and 3.7 translate
into the following
Proposition 3.9. The powers of the Atiyah class define morphisms of exact func-
tors
Atk( ) : id −−→ ( )⊗ Sk(Ω1R∗/Y [1]) , k ≥ 0 ,
on D−coh(R∗) that commute with the shift functor.
Atiyah classes of coherent OX–modules. Now we descend to X . Let F ∈
D−coh(X) be a complex and (X∗,W∗,R∗) a resolvent of the morphism of complex
spaces X → Y . Associating to these data the complex of OX∗–modules F∗ with
Fα = F|Xα, the powers of the Atiyah classes of F are defined to be the images of
Atk(F∗) under the isomorphism
ExtkX∗
(
F∗,F∗⊗Ω
k
R∗/Y
⊗OX∗
)
∼= ExtkX
(
F ,F ⊗ΛkLX/Y
)
,
Atk(F∗) 7→ At
k(F) .
Theorem 3.10. The Atiyah classes Atk(F) ∈ ExtkX(F ,F ⊗ Λ
kLX/Y ) are well
defined for each F ∈ D−coh(X).
Proof. To compare the Atiyah classes formed with DG algebra resolutions R∗ and
R′∗ of OX∗ over W∗, note first that by 2.32 there is a free R∗⊗OW∗ R
′
∗ algebra that
constitutes a resolvent of OX∗ . Thus we may suppose that R
′
∗ is a free R∗-algebra.
In this case 3.6 gives the independence from the choice of DG algebra resolution.
The construction is as well independent of the embeddingX∗ ⊆W∗. With similar
arguments as above it suffices to compare two embeddings X∗ ⊆W∗ and X∗ ⊆W ′∗
that are related by a smooth map p : W ′∗ → W∗, meaning that OWα,p(x) ⊆ OW ′α,x
is smooth for every x ∈ W ′∗. If R∗ is a free OW∗ -algebra forming a resolvent then
we can take a free p∗R∗ algebra, say, R
′
∗ as a resolvent on W∗. Now a projective
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R∗-resolution P∗ of F∗ gives a projective R′∗-resolution P
′
∗ = P∗ ⊗R∗ R
′
∗, and 3.6
applies again.
Finally, the independence from the choice of locally finite coverings by Stein
compact sets is easily seen considering refinements; we leave the simple details to
the reader.
We now translate the earlier results on the naturality of Atiyah classes. The
following is an almost immediate consequence of 3.3.
Proposition 3.11. For every morphism of complexes α : F → G of degree 0 in
D−coh(X) the diagram
F
α ✲ G
F ⊗ΛkLX/Y
Atk(F)
❄
α⊗id✲ G ⊗ΛkLX/Y
Atk(G)
❄
commutes.
Proof. Consider as in 2.33 a resolvent of X over Y and choose projective approx-
imations P∗ → F∗ and Q∗ → G∗. There is a morphism α˜∗ : P∗ → Q∗ lifting the
given morphism α and the assertion follows now easily from 3.3.
For F ∈ D−coh(X) as before, Ext
•
X(F ,F) :=
⊕
i Ext
i
X(F ,F) carries a natural al-
gebra structure given by Yoneda product, and Ext•X(F ,F ⊗Λ
kLX/Y ) is a bimodule
over Ext•X(F ,F).
Proposition 3.12. The power Atk(F) of the Atiyah class of F is a (graded) central
element of degree k in the bimodule Ext•X(F ,F ⊗Λ
kLX/Y ), which means that
ξ · Atk(F) = (−1)ik Atk(F) · ξ
for every element ξ ∈ ExtiX(F ,F).
Proof. By the preceding result and by 3.7 the diagram
F
ξ ✲ F [i]
F ⊗ΛkLX/Y
Atk(F)
❄
ξ⊗id✲ F [i]⊗ΛkLX/Y
(−1)ik Atk(F)[i]
❄
commutes.
Using the isomorphisms Sk(LX/Y [1])
∼=
−→ (ΛkLX/Y )[k], this compatibility with
morphisms can be summarized in analogy to 3.9 as follows.
Corollary 3.13. The powers of the Atiyah class define morphisms of exact func-
tors
Atk( ) : id −−→ ( )⊗ Sk(LX/Y [1]) , k ≥ 0 ,
on D−coh(X) that commute with the shift functor.
The Atiyah classes are as well compatible with mappings in the following sense.
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Proposition 3.14. Let
X ′
f ✲ X
Y ′
❄
✲ Y
❄
be a diagram of complex spaces and F ∈ D−coh(X). Under the natural map
ExtkX(F ,F ⊗Λ
kLX/Y )−→Ext
k
X′(Lf
∗(F), Lf∗(F)⊗ΛkLX′/Y ′)
the Atiyah class Atk(F) is mapped onto the Atiyah class Atk(Lf∗(F)).
Before giving the proof we have to choose compatible resolvents for X and X ′.
This is done as follows. Consider locally finite coverings {Xj}j∈J , {X ′i}i∈I of X
resp. X ′ by Stein compact sets such that there is a map σ : I → J with f(X ′i) ⊆
Xσ(i) for all i ∈ I. We may assume that I = J and σ = idI since otherwise we
can replace I and J by the disjoint union K = I ∪ J and consider the coverings
{Xk}k∈K resp. {X ′k}k∈K , where we set Xi := Xσ(i) for i ∈ I and X
′
j := ∅ for j ∈ J .
Let X∗ = (Xα)α∈A and X
′
∗ = (X
′
α)α∈A be the associated simplicial spaces.
There is a natural functor f∗ : Coh(X∗) → Coh(X ′∗) which associates to M∗ ∈
Coh(X∗) the module with f
∗(M∗)α := (f |Xα)
∗(Mα). It is easy to see that f
∗
transforms projective modules into projective modules (for instance, using 2.13 it
is sufficient to check this for modules of type p∗(Pα)).
Choose embeddings Xi →֒Li, X ′i →֒Vi into Stein compact sets in C
ni × Y resp.
Cni × Y ′ and take the diagonal embedding X ′i ⊆ L
′
i := Li ×Y Vi. From the data
Xi ⊆ Li and X
′
i ⊆ L
′
i
we construct smoothings X∗ ⊆W∗, X ′∗ ⊆W
′
∗ of X → Y and X
′ → Y ′, respectively,
as explained in 2.2. The projections induce a system of compatible maps f˜ : W ′α →
Wα restricting to f on X
′
α. As above there is a natural functor f˜
∗ : CohW∗ →
CohW ′∗ transforming projective modules into projective modules. Therefore, if
R∗ → OX∗ is a resolvent then f˜
∗(R∗) is a free DG algebra overW ′∗. The projection
f˜∗(R∗)→ OX′∗ can be factored through a quasiisomorphism R
′
∗ → OX′∗ such that
R′∗ is a free DG f˜
∗(R∗)-algebra, and we take this as a resolvent for X ′ over Y ′.
We remark that one has a natural functor f˜−1 : Ab(W∗) → Ab(W
′
∗) on the
category of simplicial systems of abelian groups on W∗ with f˜
−1(A)α := f˜−1(Aα).
After these preparation we can easily deduce 3.14.
Proof of 3.14. Let F∗ → F˜∗ be a quasiisomorphism into a W∗-acyclic module,
P∗ → F˜∗ a projective approximation, and let∇ : P∗ → P∗⊗Ω1R∗/Y be a connection.
Using the product rule, the composed map
f˜−1P∗
f˜−1(∇)✲ f˜−1P∗ ⊗f˜−1R∗ f˜
−1(Ω1R∗/Y )
⊂✲ f˜−1P∗ ⊗f˜−1R∗ Ω
1
R′∗/Y
′
can be extended to a connection ∇′ on P ′∗ := f˜
−1P∗ ⊗f˜−1R∗ R
′
∗. Hence under the
natural map
ExtkR∗(P∗,P∗ ⊗ Ω
k
R∗/Y
)−→ExtkR′∗(P
′
∗,P
′
∗ ⊗ Ω
k
R′∗/Y
′)
the Atiyah class Atk(P∗) maps onto At
k(P ′∗). Since the module on the left is
isomorphic to ExtkX(F ,F ⊗Λ
kLX/Y ) and the module on the right is isomorphic to
ExtkX′(Lf
∗F , Lf∗F ⊗ΛkLX′/Y ′), the result follows.
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Corollary 3.15. Let
X ′
f ✲ X
Y ′
❄
✲ Y
❄
be a diagram of complex spaces and α : Lf∗F → F ′ a morphism of complexes of
sheaves, where F ∈ D−coh(X) and F
′ ∈ D−coh(X
′). Then the diagram
Lf∗F
α ✲ F ′
Lf∗F ⊗Lf∗(ΛkLX/Y )
Lf∗ Atk(F)
❄
α⊗can✲ F ′⊗ΛkLX′/Y ′
Atk(F ′)
❄
commutes.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of 3.11 and the fact that Lf∗Atk(F) =
Atk(Lf∗F).
In the final result of this section we explain how to compute the Atiyah class
using the second fundamental form. Slightly more generally it is convenient to show
the following result.
Proposition 3.16. Let X be smooth over Y and let
0→ F ′
j
−→ F
p
−→ F ′′ → 0
be an exact sequence of coherent sheaves on X. Assume that there is a map ∇ :
F → F ′′ ⊗ ΩX/Y satisfying the product rule ∇(fa) = ∇(f)a + p(f) ⊗ da for local
sections f in F and a in OX . The linear map
σ := ∇ ◦ j : F ′−→F ′′ ⊗ Ω1X/Y .
is then OX -linear, and if
δ′ : Hom(F ′,F ′′ ⊗ Ω1X/Y )→ Ext
1(F ′,F ′ ⊗ Ω1X/Y )
δ′′ : Hom(F ′,F ′′ ⊗ Ω1X/Y )→ Ext
1(F ′′,F ′′ ⊗ Ω1X/Y )
denote the boundary operator in the respective long exact Ext-sequences then
δ′(σ) = At(F ′) and δ′′(σ) = −At(F ′′).
If F itself admits a connection, say, ∇1 : F → F⊗Ω1X/Y , then this result applies
to ∇ := p ⊗ 1 ◦ ∇1, and the map σ becomes the usual second fundamental form.
This shows thus in particular how to compute the Atiyah class using the second
fundamental form.
Proof. Let (X∗,W∗,R∗) be a resolvent of X as in 2.33. There are projective resolu-
tions P ′∗, P∗ ∼= P
′
∗⊕P
′′
∗ , P
′′
∗ of F
′
∗, F∗, F
′′
∗ , respectively that fit into a commutative
diagram
0 ✲ P ′∗
inj✲ P∗ ∼= P ′∗ ⊕ P
′′
∗
p˜✲ P ′′∗ ✲ 0
0 ✲ F ′∗
π′
❄
j ✲ F∗
π
❄
p ✲ F ′′∗
π′′
❄
✲ 0
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Consider connections ∇′, ∇′′ on P ′∗, P
′′
∗ , respectively, and equip P∗ with the con-
nection ∇′ ⊕∇′′. Using the isomorphisms
Hom(F ′,F ′′ ⊗ Ω1X/Y )
∼= Hom(P ′∗,F
′′
∗ ⊗ Ω
1
R∗/Y
)
Ext1(F ′′,F ′′ ⊗ Ω1X/Y )
∼= H1(Hom(P ′′∗ ,F
′′
∗ ⊗ Ω
1
R∗/Y
)),
δ′′(σ) can be computed as follows. The linear map σ ◦ π′ can be extended to
a linear map σ˜ : P∗ → F ′′ ⊗ Ω1R∗/Y , and σ˜ ◦ ∂ is zero on P
′
∗ and so defines a
map σ′′ : P ′′∗ → F
′′
∗ ⊗Ω
1
R∗/Y
that represents −δ′′(σ). Taking as extension the map
σ˜ := ∇◦π−(π′′⊗1)◦∇′′◦ p˜ we get σ˜◦∂ = −(π′′⊗1)◦∇′′∂ ◦ p˜, and so (π′′⊗1)◦∇′′∂
represents δ′′(σ). By construction it also represents −At(F ′′), proving the second
part of the result. The equality δ′(σ) = At(F ′) follows with a similar argument
and is left to the reader.
Remarks 3.17. 1. If X is smooth over Y and if F is a coherent OX–module
then the Atiyah class of At(F) is the cohomology class that is represented by the
extension
(∗) 0→ F ⊗OX Ω
1
X/Y
j
−→ P1(F) := p∗1(F)⊗OX×Y X OX×YX/J
2 p−→ F → 0 ,
where J ⊆ OX×YX is the ideal of the diagonal and where we consider P
1(F) as an
OX–module via the second projection p2. Using 3.16 a simple proof can be given
as follows. The map ∇′ : p∗1(F) → F ⊗OX Ω
1
X/Y given by ∇(f ⊗ a) := f ⊗ da
for local sections f of F , a of OX , is easily seen to factor through a map ∇ :
P1(F) → F ⊗OX Ω
1
X/Y that satisfies the product rule required in 3.16. The map
σ := ∇ ◦ j is just the identity on F ⊗OX Ω
1
X as Ω
1
X/Y is identified with J /J
2 via
da 7→ 1⊗ a− a⊗ 1. Hence 3.16 shows that At(F) is represented by −δ′′(σ), where
δ′′ : Hom(F ⊗ Ω1X/Y ,F ⊗ Ω
1
X/Y ) → Ext
1(F ,F ⊗ Ω1X/Y ) is the boundary map. In
view of [ALG, X.126, Cor.1(b)] this proves the remark.
2. In order to check that the sign of our Atiyah classes is correct, consider the
case that X = Pn and M = OPn(1). It is well known that the extension class of
the Euler sequence
0−→Ω1Pn(1)
j
−→ On+1Pn =
⊕n
i=0 eiOPn
p
−→ OPn(1)−→0
in Ext1Pn(OPn(1),Ω
1
Pn(1))
∼= H1(Pn,Ω1Pn)
∼= C represents the first Chern class
c1(OPn(1)). Explicitly, the maps j, p are given by j(xidxj−xjdxi) = ejxi−eixj and
p(ei) = xi respectively, with x0, . . . , xn the homogeneous coordinates of P
n. The
module On+1Pn admits a unique connection with ∇(ei) = 0, and the corresponding
map σ in 3.16 is easily seen to be − id on Ω1Pn(1). Hence it follows from 3.16 that
c1(OPn(1)) = −At(OPn(1)).
Summing up we have a naturally defined class
exp(−At(F)) =
∑
k
(−1)k Atk(F)/k! ∈
∏
k
ExtkX(F ,F ⊗Λ
kLX/Y ) ,
the Atiyah-Chern character , for every complex F in D−coh(X).
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4. The semiregularity map
A semiregularity map for modules. Recall that a complex F over a complex
space X is called perfect if it admits locally a quasiisomorphism to a bounded com-
plex of free coherent OX–modules. For instance, every OX–module on a complex
manifold when considered as a complex concentrated in degree 0 is perfect. If
G ∈ D(X) is a complex then for every perfect complex F there is a natural trace
map
Tr : ExtkX(F ,F ⊗G)−→H
k(X,G), k ≥ 0,
see [Ill]. These maps are compatible with taking cup products: if ξ ∈ ExtjX(G,G
′),
where G′ is another complex in D(X), then the diagram
ExtkX(F ,F ⊗G)
Tr✲ Hk(X,G)
Extk+jX (F ,F ⊗G
′)
ξ
❄
Tr✲ Hk+j(X,G′)
ξ
❄
commutes. For instance, applying the trace map to the Atiyah classes we obtain
for every perfect complex F well defined classes
chk(F) := Tr((−1)
k Atk(F))/k! ∈ Hk(X,ΛkLX/Y ),
that are the components of the Chern character ch(F) = Tr exp(−At(F)) of F . If
X is a manifold and F is a vector bundle then this gives the usual Chern character
of X , see [At, OTT], and in the general algebraic case it is Illusie’s [Ill] description.
Definition 4.1. Let X → Y be a morphism of complex spaces and let F be a
perfect complex of OX–modules. The map
σ := Tr(∗ · exp(−At(F))) : Ext2X(F ,F)−→
∏
k
Hk+2(X,ΛkLX/Y )
is called the semiregularity map for F .
Slightly more generally, for every coherent OX–module N and every r ≥ 0 there
are maps
σ = σN := Tr(∗ · exp(−At(F))) : Ext
r
X(F ,F ⊗N )−→
∏
k
Hk+r(X,N ⊗ΛkLX/Y ),
to which we will also refer as the semiregularity map.
To formulate the next proposition, set L := LX/Y and note that the group
A :=
⊕
iA
i with
Ai :=
⊕
j
Exti+jX (F ,F ⊗Λ
jL) ∼=
⊕
j
ExtiX(F ,F ⊗S
j(L[1]))
carries a natural algebra structure that is associative but in general not graded
commutative. Moreover M :=
⊕
iM
i with M i :=
⊕
j Ext
i
X(F ,F ⊗N ⊗S
j(L[1]))
is a graded A-bimodule. Every element ξ ∈ T r−1X/Y (N )
∼= ExtrX(L[1],N ) defines a
derivation 〈ξ, ∗〉 : A→M of degree r which is induced by the composition
Λ•L
∆✲ L⊗Λ•L
ξ⊗id✲ N ⊗Λ•L ,
where ∆ is the indicated component of the comultiplication on Λ•L. Thus, for
elements ω1 ∈ Ai, ω2 ∈ A we have
〈ξ, ω1ω2〉 = 〈ξ, ω1〉ω2 + (−1)
irω1〈ξ, ω2〉.
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In particular, for F = OX , this gives a derivation 〈ξ, ∗〉 from the cohomology
algebra
⊕
Hi+j(X,ΛjL) into
⊕
Hi+j(X,N ⊗ΛjL). Note that using resolvents
one can check all this very explicitly.
Proposition 4.2. Let X → Y be a morphism of complex spaces. If F is a perfect
complex on X and N is an OX–module then the diagram
T r−1X/Y (N )
〈∗,−At(F)〉 ✲ ExtrX(F ,F ⊗N )
❅
❅
❅
❅
〈∗,chk+1(F)〉 ❘ ✠ 
 
 
 
σk
Hk+r(X,N ⊗ΛkLX/Y )
commutes, where σk denotes the k
th component of σN .
Proof. We need to show for ξ ∈ T r−1X/Y (N ) that
Tr
(
〈ξ,At(F)〉 ·
Atk(F)
k!
)
=
〈
ξ , Tr
(Atk+1(F)
(k + 1)!
)〉
.
As the trace map is compatible with taking cup products, the diagram
Extk+1X (F ,F ⊗Λ
k+1L)
∆✲ Extk+1X (F ,F ⊗L⊗Λ
kL)
ξ✲ Extk+rX (F ,F ⊗N ⊗Λ
kL)
Hk+1(X,Λk+1L)
Tr
❄
∆ ✲ Hk+1(X,L⊗ΛkL)
Tr
❄
ξ ✲ Hk+r(X,N ⊗ΛkL)
Tr
❄
commutes, where as before L = LX/Y . Therefore
(1) Tr
〈
ξ,
Atk+1(F)
(k + 1)!
〉
=
〈
ξ,Tr
(Atk+1(F)
(k + 1)!
)〉
.
As 〈ξ, ∗〉 is a derivation of degree r on Ext•X(F ,F ⊗ S
•(L[1])) and Atk(F) ∈ A0 ∼=
Ext0X(F ,F ⊗ S
•(L[1])), we obtain that
〈ξ,Atk+1(F)〉 =
∑
Ati(F)〈ξ,At(F)〉Atk−i(F).
For homogeneous endomorphisms f, g the trace satisfies Tr(fg) = (−1)|f ||g|Tr(gf),
whence taking traces yields
Tr
〈
ξ,
Atk+1(F)
(k + 1)!
〉
= Tr
(
〈ξ,At(F)〉 ·
Atk(F)
k!
)
.
Comparing with (1), the result follows.
In case that X is smooth and Y is a reduced point the theorem above specializes
to the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3. For every complex manifold X and every coherent OX–module F
there is a commutative diagram
Hr−1(X,ΘX)
〈∗,−At(F)〉✲ ExtrX(F ,F)
❅
❅
❅〈∗,chk+1(F)〉 ❘ ✠ 
 
 
σk
Hk+r(X,ΩkX) .
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In case of compact algebraic manifolds the map 〈∗, chk+1(F)〉 on H1(X,ΘX)
has the following geometric interpretation; see [Blo, 4.2], or, for a more general
statement, 5.7, 5.8. Given an infinitesimal deformation of X represented by a class
ξ ∈ H1(X,ΘX), the unique horizontal lift of chk+1(F) relative to the Gauß-Manin
connection stays of Hodge type (k + 1, k + 1) if and only if 〈ξ, chk+1(F)〉 = 0. In
the next result we will show that 〈ξ,−At(F)〉 gives the obstruction for deforming
F in the direction of ξ. Thus the semiregularity map σk relates the obstruction to
deform F along ξ with the obstruction that its Chern class chk+1(F) stays of pure
Hodge type along ξ.
Proposition 4.4. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of complex spaces and let X ⊆ X ′
be a Y –extension of X by a coherent OX–module N so that X ′ defines a class
[X ′] ∈ T 1X/Y (N ). If F is a coherent OX–module then under the composed map
ob : T 1X/Y (N )
〈∗,−At(F)〉✲ Ext2X(F ,F ⊗N )
can✲ Ext2X(F ,F ⊗N )
one has ob([X ′]) = 0 if and only if there is an OX′–module F ′ extending F to X ′,
i.e. there is an exact sequence of OX′–modules
0→ F ⊗N → F ′ → F → 0 .
Proof. In the algebraic case this is shown in [Ill, IV.3.1.8]. In the analytic case we
can proceed as follows. Let (X∗,W∗,R∗) be a resolvent of X over Y as in 2.33 and
let γ : P∗ → F∗ be a projective resolution of F∗ as an R∗–module. A Y -extension
[X ′] of X gives rise to an extension [X ′∗] of X∗ by N∗. Since W∗ is smooth over
Y , the embedding X∗ →֒W∗ can be lifted to a Y -map X
′
∗ →֒W∗, and the surjection
of algebras π : R∗ → OX∗ to a map of OW∗ -algebras π
′ : R∗ → OX′∗ . With ∂ the
differential on R∗, the map ξ := −π′∂ : R∗ → N∗ is a Y -derivation of degree 1 that
represents the class of [X ′] in
T 1X/Y (N )
∼= H1(DerY (R∗,N∗)) ∼= Ext
1
R∗(Ω
1
R∗/Y
,N∗).
If one equips the trivial extension R∗[N∗] with the differential (r, n) 7→ (∂(r), ξ(r)),
the map π′ + idN∗ : R∗[N∗] → OX′∗ becomes a quasiisomorphism of DG algebras
that restricts to the identity on N∗.
Let now ∇ : P∗ → P∗ ⊗ Ω
1
R∗/Y
be a connection. Contracting with ξ and
projecting onto F∗ gives a map ∇ξ : P∗ → F∗ ⊗ N∗ of degree 1 satisfying the
product rule ∇ξ(pr) = ∇ξ(p)r + (−1)
|p|γ(p)⊗ ξ(r) for local sections r in R∗ and p
in P∗ . The class ob(F) is represented by the map
−(γ ⊗ ξ) ◦ [∂,∇] = [∂,∇ξ] = ∇ξ∂ : P∗−→F∗ ⊗N∗
of degree 2; note that by 2.28, 2.25(3) and 2.23
(∗) Ext2X(F ,F ⊗N ) ∼= H
2(HomR∗(P∗,F∗ ⊗N∗)) .
If the class ob(F) vanishes then [∂,∇ξ] = [∂, h] for some R∗-linear map h : P∗ →
F∗ ⊗N∗ of degree 1. The differential
(p, f ⊗ n) 7→ (∂(p), (∇ξ − h)(p))
defines then on P∗ ⊕ F∗ ⊗ N∗ the structure of a DG module over R∗[N∗] and
we denote this DG module P∗[F∗ ⊗ N∗]. Using the exact cohomology sequence
associated to the exact sequence of DG modules
0→ F∗ ⊗N∗ → P∗[F∗ ⊗N∗]→ P∗ → 0 ,
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it follows that the OX′∗ module H
0(P∗[F∗⊗N∗]) is an extension of F∗ by F∗⊗N∗.
Gluing yields an OX′ modules F ′ which is an extension of F by F ⊗N .
Conversely assume that there exists such an extension F ′ of F by F ⊗ N . As
P∗ is projective the map γ : P∗ → F∗ can be lifted to a map of R∗–modules
γ′ : P∗ → F ′∗. A simple calculation shows that δ := −γ
′∂ : P∗ → F∗ ⊗N∗ satisfies
the product rule δ(pr) = δ(p)r+(−1)|p|γ(p)⊗ ξ(r) for sections r in R∗ and p in P∗.
Hence h = ∇ξ− δ is R∗-linear and satisfies [∂, h] = [∂,∇ξ], whence the cohomology
class of [∂,∇ξ] in H2(Hom(P∗,F∗ ⊗N∗)) vanishes. As this class represents ob(F)
under the isomorphism (∗), the result follows.
Later on we will apply the semiregularity map to modules on the total space of
a deformation of a complex space. In order to verify that such a module has locally
finite projective dimension, the following standard criterion is useful.
Proposition 4.5. Let f : X → S be a flat morphism of complex spaces and F a
complex in D−coh(X). If the restriction F ⊗OX OXs to every fibre Xs := f
−1(s) is
a perfect complex on Xs, then F is a perfect complex on X.
This is an immediately consequence of the following simple lemma from commu-
tative algebra.
Lemma 4.6. Let A → B be a flat morphism of local noetherian rings and let
F • be a complex of B–modules with finite cohomology that is bounded above. If
F •⊗AA/mA is a perfect complex of B/mAB–modules then F
• is a perfect complex
of B–modules.
Proof. For the convenience of the reader we include the simple argument. We may
assume that F • is a complex of finite free B–modules with F i = 0 for i ≫ 0. By
assumption F • ⊗A/mA is a perfect complex and so for k ≪ 0 the complex
F •(k) : . . .→ F
k−1 ∂−→ F k → F k/∂F k−1 → 0
has the property that F •(k) ⊗ A/mA is exact with (F
k/∂F k−1) ⊗ A/mA a free
B/mAB–module. Using induction on n and the long exact cohomology sequences
associated to the exact sequences of complexes
0−→F •(k) ⊗m
n
A/m
n+1
A −→F
•
(k) ⊗A/m
n+1
A −→F
•
(k) ⊗A/m
n
A−→0
it follows that F •(k)⊗A/m
n
A is exact and that (F
k/∂F k−1)⊗A/mnA is a free B/m
n
AB–
module. Hence F •(k) is exact and F
k/∂F k−1 is free as a B–module, proving the
lemma.
Remarks 4.7. 1. We note that the construction of the semiregularity map is
compatible with morphisms. More precisely, given a diagram of complex spaces as
in 3.14 and a perfect complex F on X , for any coherent OX–module N the diagram
ExtrX(F ,F ⊗N )
σ ✲ ∏
kH
k+r(X,N ⊗ΛkLX/Y )
ExtrX′(Lf
∗F , Lf∗F ⊗Lf∗N )
❄
σ✲ ∏
kH
k+r(X ′, Lf∗N ⊗ΛkLX′/Y ′)
❄
commutes. This follows from 3.14 and the fact that the trace map is compatible
with taking inverse images.
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2. If in 4.1 the support of F is contained in a closed subset, say, Z of X then
the semiregularity map admits a factorization
ExtrX(F ,F ⊗N )
σZ−→
∏
k
Hk+rZ (X,N ⊗Λ
kLX/Y )
can
−→
∏
k
Hk+r(X,N ⊗ΛkLX/Y ).
This follows as the trace map factors by [Ill] through the local cohomology.
That the powers of the Atiyah classes are graded central elements by 3.12 allows
the following glimpse at the relevance of the semiregularity map for deformation
problems. Let
[ , ] : ExtiX(F ,F)× Ext
j
X(F ,F) −−→ Ext
i+j
X (F ,F) , [ξ, ζ] := ξζ − (−1)
ijζξ ,
denote the graded Lie algebra structure underlying the Yoneda product on the
Ext–algebra. Centrality of the Atiyah classes together with the fact that the trace
vanishes on commutators implies then the following result.
Corollary 4.8. The family of semiregularity maps
σ : ExtrX(F ,F)−→
∏
k
Hk+r(X,ΛkLX/Y ) , r ≥ 0 ,
vanishes on
[Ext•X(F ,F),Ext
•
X(F ,F)] ⊆ Ext
•
X(F ,F) .
As is well known, and will be recalled in Section 6 below, the vector space
Ext1X(F ,F) is the tangent space to a semiuniversal deformation of F , if it is fi-
nite dimensional. The obstructions to lift such tangent directions to second order
lie in [Ext1X(F ,F),Ext
1
X(F ,F)] ⊆ Ext
2
X(F ,F), and these obstructions are thus
annihilated by the semiregularity map.
A semiregularity map for subspaces. Let X be a complex space, Z ⊆ X a
closed complex subspace and N a coherent OX–module. In this part we will show
how to define a semiregularity map on T 2Z/X(OZ ⊗OX N ) provided that OZ has
locally finite projective dimension as an OX–module. In particular, this will give
a generalization of Bloch’s semiregularity map to arbitrary subspaces of manifolds.
The idea is to define first a map from T 2Z/X(OZ ⊗N ) into Ext
2
X(OZ ,OZ ⊗N ) and
then to compose this with the semiregularity map for F = OZ as defined in the
previous part. The key technical lemma is as follows.
Lemma 4.9. Let Z ⊆ X be a closed embedding of complex spaces.
1. For each complex of OZ–modules M there are natural maps
ǫ(k) : T kZ/X(M)−→Ext
k
X(OZ ,M) , k ∈ Z .
In case M = OZ , the map ǫ(•) : T •Z/X(OZ) → Ext
•
X(OZ ,OZ) is a morphism of
graded Lie algebras.
2. Let X → Y be a morphism of complex spaces and let N be a coherent OX–
module. With T k−1X/Y (OZ ⊗N ) → T
k
Z/X(OZ ⊗N ) the boundary map in the long
tangent cohomology sequence associated to the triple Z → X → Y , the composition
T k−1X/Y (N )
can
−→ T k−1X/Y (OZ ⊗N ) −→ T
k
Z/X(OZ ⊗N )
ǫ(k)
−−→ ExtkX(OZ ,OZ ⊗N )
is given by ξ 7→ 〈ξ,−(−1)k At(OZ)〉.
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Proof. Let (X∗,W∗,R∗) be a resolvent for X over Y as in 2.33 and choose a qua-
siisomorphism M∗ → M˜∗ into a W∗-acyclic complex of OZ∗–modules, where M∗
and OZ∗ denote the simplicial sheaves on W∗ associated to OZ and M, respec-
tively. We choose an algebra resolution R∗
i
−→ S∗ → OZ∗ of the composition
R∗ → OX∗ → OZ∗ so that S∗ is a graded free algebra over R∗ and S∗ → OZ∗ is a
quasiisomorphism of DG algebras. In particular, S∗ is a projective approximation
of OZ∗ as an R∗–module, and S∗ → S∗⊗R∗ OX∗ is a quasiisomorphism by 2.25. It
follows that S∗ ⊗R∗ OX∗ provides a projective resolution of OZ∗ as OX∗–module.
Hence
ExtiX(OZ ,M)
∼= Hi(HomR∗(S∗,M˜∗)) and(∗)
T iZ/X(M)
∼= Hi(HomR∗(Ω
1
S∗/R∗
,M˜∗))
for all i. Composing the natural inclusions, see 2.36,
(∗∗) HomR∗(Ω
1
S∗/R∗
,M˜∗)→֒DerR∗(S∗,M˜∗)→֒HomR∗(S∗,M˜∗)
gives the desired map in (1). If M = OZ , then T •Z/X(OZ)
∼= H•(DerR∗(S∗,S∗))
and Ext•X(OZ ,M)
∼= H•(EndR∗(S∗)), and the inclusion of derivations into endo-
morphisms is a morphism of DG Lie algebras that induces a morphism of graded
Lie algebras in cohomology.
To show (2), note first that OZ∗ ⊗N∗ is represented by S∗ ⊗R∗ N∗. Consider
a derivation δ ∈ DerY (R∗,N∗) of degree k − 1 that represents the cohomology
class ξ in T k−1X/Y (N ). Its image in T
k−1
X/Y (OZ ⊗N ) is then represented by 1 ⊗ δ ∈
DerY (R∗,S∗⊗N∗). Under the isomorphism in (∗), the image of the latter element
in T kZ/X(OZ ⊗N ) is represented by a R∗-derivation [∂, δ˜], where δ˜ : S∗ → S∗ ⊗N∗
is a derivation restricting to 1 ⊗ δ on R∗. Let now ∇ : S∗ → S∗ ⊗ Ω1R∗/Y be a
connection on S∗, as exists by 3.1. If h is one of the maps (1⊗ δ) ◦∇ or δ˜ from S∗
to S∗ ⊗N∗ then the product rule
h(sr) = h(s)r + (1)|s|(k−1)sδ(r)
is satisfied for local sections s in S∗ and r in R∗. It follows that the difference
δ˜ − (1 ⊗ δ) ◦ ∇ is R∗-linear and so [∂, δ˜] and [∂, (1 ⊗ δ) ◦ ∇] represent the same
cohomology class in Hk(HomR∗(S∗,S∗ ⊗N∗)). As
〈[δ],At(OZ)〉 = (1 ⊗ δ) ◦ [∂,∇] = (−1)
k−1[∂, (1⊗ δ) ◦ ∇] ,
by definition, and as δ is of degree k − 1, we have
ξ 7→ [∂, δ˜] = (−1)k−1〈[δ],At(OZ)〉 = 〈ξ,−(−1)
k At(OZ)〉 ,
as required.
Definition 4.10. Let X → Y be a morphism of complex spaces and let Z ⊆ X be
a closed complex subspace of X such that OZ has locally finite projective dimension
over OX . The composition of the canonical map T 2Z/X(OZ) → Ext
2
X(OZ ,OZ) of
4.9 (1) with the semiregularity map σ defined in 4.1 yields a map
τ : T 2Z/X(OZ)−→
∏
k≥0
Hk+2(X,ΛkLX/Y ),
which we call the semiregularity map for Z.
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Again we have such a semiregularity map more generally for any coherent OX–
module N and any r ≥ 0,
τN := σN ◦ ǫ
r : T rZ/X(OZ ⊗N )−→
∏
k≥0
Hk+r(X,N ⊗OX Λ
kLX/Y ) .
Note that this gives in particular a semiregularity map for every closed subspace Z
of a complex manifold X . Combining 4.2 and 4.9 we obtain the following result.
Proposition 4.11. With the notations and assumptions as in 4.10, the diagram
T r−1X/Y (N )
can ✲ T rZ/X(OZ ⊗N )
❅
❅
❅〈∗,chk(OZ)〉 ❘ ✠ 
 
 
(−1)rτk−1
Hk+r−1(X,N ⊗Λk−1LX/Y ) ,
commutes, where τk−1 is the (k − 1)st component of the semiregularity map τN .
For instance, for Y a reduced point, X smooth, and Z a closed subscheme of
codimension k in X , we can rephrase 4.11 as follows.
Corollary 4.12. For a complex manifold X and a subspace Z of codimension k
the diagram
Hr−1(X,ΘX)
can ✲ T rZ/X(Z)
❅
❅
❅〈∗,[Z]〉 ❘ ✠ 
 
 
(−1)rτk−1
Hk+r−1(X,Ωk−1X ) ,
commutes, where [Z] denotes the fundamental class of Z in Hk(X,ΩkX).
Proof. For a manifold, T r−1X/Y (OX)
∼= Hr−1(X,ΘX), and according to Grothendieck,
[Gro, 4(16)], see also [Mur, 2.18], the fundamental class of Z is given by
[Z] =
(−1)k−1
(k − 1)!
ck(OZ) = chk(OZ) ,
whence the result follows from 4.11.
Let X → Y be a morphism of complex spaces and let Z ⊆ X be a closed
complex subspace of X . In the final result of this section we consider for a coherent
OX–module N the boundary map δ in the long exact tangent cohomology sequence
· · · −→T 1Z/Y (OZ ⊗N )−→T
1
X/Y (OZ ⊗N )
δ
−→ T 2Z/X(OZ ⊗N )→ · · ·
for the triple Z → X → Y . The exactness of this sequence gives immediately the
following interpretation of the composed map
γ : T 1X/Y (N )
can
−→ T 1X/Y (OZ ⊗N )
δ
−→ T 2Z/X(OZ ⊗N )
in terms of extensions.
Lemma 4.13. Let X ′ be an extension of X by N . The image of the class [X ′] ∈
T 1X/Y (N ) under γ vanishes, γ([X
′]) = 0, if and only if there is an extension Z ′ of
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Z by OZ ⊗N that fits into a commutative diagram
0 ✲ N ✲ OX′ ✲ OX ✲ 0
0 ✲ OZ ⊗N
can
❄
✲ OZ′
❄
✲ OZ
❄
✲ 0 .
Remarks 4.14. 1. The construction of the canonical map ǫ(•) in 4.9 (1) is compat-
ible with morphisms of complex spaces. More precisely, assume given a diagram of
complex spaces as in 3.14 and a closed subspace Z of X . With Z ′ := f−1(Z) ⊆ X ′,
the diagram
T rZ/X(M)
ǫ(r) ✲ ExtrX(OZ ,M)
T rZ′/X′(OZ′ ⊗OZ M)
❄
ǫ(r)✲ ExtrX′(OZ′ ,OZ′ ⊗OZ M)
❄
commutes for every coherent OZ–module M.
2. In analogy with 4.7, the construction of the semiregularity map τ is also
compatible with morphisms of complex spaces. This follows from 4.7, using the
preceding remark. We leave the straightforward formulation and its proof to the
reader.
3. It follows from 4.7(2) that the semiregularity map τ factors through local
cohomology,
T rZ/X(OZ ⊗N )
τZ−→
∏
k
Hk+rZ (X,N ⊗Λ
kLX/Y )
can
−−−→
∏
k
Hk+r(X,N ⊗ΛkLX/Y ) .
Finally, we wish to point out that 4.8 carries over as well to the family of semireg-
ularity maps for subspaces, the comparison map ǫ(•) : T •Z/X(OZ)→ Ext
•
X(OZ ,OZ)
being a morphism of graded Lie algebras.
5. Applications to the variational Hodge conjecture
Let X be a compact complex algebraic manifold so that its cohomology admits
a Hodge decomposition
Hk(X,C) ∼=
⊕
p+q=k
Hq(X,ΩpX) .
Recall that a cohomology class
α ∈ Hp,p(X,Q) := Hp(X,ΩpX) ∩H
p(X,Q)
is called algebraic if an appropriate multiple kα, k ∈ N, is represented by an alge-
braic cycle Z of codimension p in X , in the sense that kα = [Z], the cohomology
class of the cycle. The famous and so far unsolved Hodge conjecture asks wether
every class in Hp,p(X,Q) is algebraic.
In [Gro], Grothendieck proposed the following weaker version that is called the
variational Hodge conjecture. Let π : X → S be a deformation of a compact
algebraic manifold X0 = π
−1(0) over a smooth germ (S, 0). The local system
R2pf∗(C) ⊗ OS carries then the natural Gauß-Manin connection. Assume that α
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is a horizontal section of Rpf∗(Ω
p
X/S) in the sense that α can be lifted locally to a
horizontal section in R2pf∗(Ω
≥p
X/S) ⊆ R
2pf∗(C)⊗OS , see also 5.4.
The variational Hodge conjecture asks now: If the restriction of α to the special
fibre, α(0) ∈ Hp(X0,Ω
p
X0
), is algebraic, is then α(s) ∈ Hp(Xs,Ω
p
Xs
) algebraic for
all s ∈ S near 0, where Xs := π−1(s)?
In this section we will give an affirmative answer to this problem if the class α(0)
is the pth component chp(E0) of the Chern character of some coherent sheaf E0 for
which the pth component of the semiregularity map,
Ext2X0(E0, E0) −→ H
p+1(X0,Ω
p−1
X0
) ,
is injective. We will then call E0 in brief a p-semiregular sheaf. Slightly more
generally, with n the dimension of X0 it is convenient to introduce for any subset
I ⊆ {0, . . . n} the following notion: E0 is called I-semiregular if the part of the
semiregularity map
σI : Ext
2
X0(E0, E0) −→
∏
p∈I
Hp+1(X0,Ω
p−1
X0
)
is injective. The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Let π : X → S be a deformation of a compact complex algebraic
manifold X0 over a smooth germ S = (S, 0) and set Xs := π
−1(s) for s ∈ S.
Assume that (αp)p∈I is a horizontal section in
∏
p∈I R
pπ∗(Ω
p
X/S). If there is an
I-semiregular sheaf E0 on X0 with
αp(0) = chp(E0) ∈ H
p(X0,Ω
p
X0
) , p ∈ I,
then αp(s) ∈ Hp(Xs,Ω
p
Xs
) is algebraic for all s ∈ S near 0 and each p ∈ I.
In analogy with the notion of a I-semiregular sheaf on X0, a complex subspace
Z0 ⊆ X0 will be called I-semiregular if the part of the semiregularity map
τI : T
2
Z0/X0
(OZ0 )−→
∏
p∈I
Hp+1(X0,Ω
p−1
X0
)
is injective. We will also derive the following variant of 5.1 that generalizes a result
of S. Bloch [Blo].
Theorem 5.2. Let π : X → S and (αp)p∈I be as in 5.1. If there is an I-semiregular
subspace Z0 ⊆ X0 with αp(0) = chp(OZ0) for p ∈ I then αp(s) is algebraic for all
s ∈ S near 0 and each p ∈ I.
For the proof of these results we need a few preparations.
Lemma 5.3. Let X ⊆ X ′ be an extension of a complex space X by a coherent
OX–module M and assume that the morphism ξ : LX/X′ →M of degree 1 in the
derived category D(X) represents the class
[X ′] ∈ T 1X/X′(M)
∼= Ext1X(LX/X′ ,M) .
If LX/X′
+1
−→ LX′ ⊗OX denotes the canonical map of degree 1, then the diagram
LX/X′
+1✲ LX′ ⊗OX
M
+1 ξ
❄
d✲ Ω1X′ ⊗OX
can
❄
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commutes in D(X).
Proof. Let (X ′∗,W
′
∗,R
′
∗) be a resolvent of X
′ and choose a free graded DG R′∗–
algebra R∗ that provides a DG algebra resolution p : R∗ → OX∗ of the compo-
sition R′∗
p′
−→ OX′∗ → OX∗ . By 2.25, the induced map R∗ ⊗R′∗ OX′∗ → OX∗ is a
quasiisomorphism and so (X∗,W∗ := X
′
∗,R∗ ⊗R′∗ OX′∗) constitutes a resolvent for
X over X ′. Thus
(∗) T 1X/X′(M)
∼= H1(DerOX′∗
(R∗ ⊗R′∗ OX′∗ ,M∗))
∼= H1(DerR′∗(R∗,M∗)) ,
and moreover
LX/X′
∼= C•(Ω1R∗⊗R′∗OX′∗/OX′∗
⊗OX∗) ∼= C
•(Ω1R∗/R′∗ ⊗OX∗) ,
where C• is the Cˇech functor as in 2.27. By construction, R∗ is a free R′∗-algebra
and so admits an augmentation, say, β : R∗ → R′∗. Clearly, the R
′-linear map β
will not be a morphism of DG algebras in general, but the commutative diagram
R∗ .......
β
✲ R′∗
p′✲ OX′
R∗
❄
p✲ OX .
❄
shows that the R′∗-derivation −p
′β∂ : R∗ → OX′ factors through a derivation
ξ : R∗ → M∗ that in turn represents [X ′] ∈ T 1X/X′(M) under the isomorphism
(∗), see [Fle1, (3.13)]. The map LX/X′
+1
−−→ LX′ ⊗ OX is induced by the map of
complexes
[∂, dβ] : Ω1R∗/R′∗−→Ω
1
R′∗
⊗R∗ ,
and composition with the canonical map Ω1R′∗ ⊗R∗ → Ω
1
X′∗
⊗OX∗ yields the map
−dp′ ◦ dβ ◦ ∂. As this map coincides with the R′∗-derivation d ◦ ξ : R∗ →M∗
d
−→
Ω1X′∗ ⊗OX∗ under the identification
HomR∗(Ω
1
R∗/R′∗
,Ω1X′∗ ⊗OX∗)
∼= DerR′∗(R∗,Ω
1
X′∗
⊗OX∗) ,
the result follows.
5.4. Let π : X → S be a deformation of a Ka¨hler manifold X0 over an artinian
germ S = (S, 0). The canonical exact sequence
0−→OX ⊗OS Ω
1
S−→Ω
1
X−→Ω
1
X/S−→0
induces a morphism Ω1X/S
+1
−−→ OX ⊗Ω1S of degree 1 in the derived category D(X)
and as well, by taking exterior powers, morphisms
∇X/S : Ω
p
X/S
+1
−−→ Ωp−1X/S ⊗OS Ω
1
S , p ≥ 1,
that we call the Gauß-Manin connections . These maps induce the classical Gauß-
Manin connections
∇X/S : H
q(X,ΩpX/S)−→H
q+1(X,Ωp−1X/S)⊗OS Ω
1
S .
Recall that the spectral sequence
Epq1 = H
q(X,ΩpX/S)⇒ H
p+q(X,Ω•X/S)
∼= Hp+q(X0,C)⊗C OS
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degenerates and that, by Griffiths’ transversality theorem, the canonical connection
∇ on Hp+q(X,Ω•X/S) satisfies
∇(Hq(X,Ω≥pX/S)) ⊆ H
q+1(X,Ω≥p−1X/S )⊗OS Ω
1
S
and induces just the map ∇X/S above (see [Gri2]). We will call a class α in
Hq(X,ΩpX/S) in brief horizontal if it can be lifted to a horizonal section in
Hp+q(X,Ω≥pX/S) ⊆ H
p+q(X0,C)⊗C OS .
In particular, the following well known result holds.
Lemma 5.5. A horizontal class α ∈ Hq(X,ΩpX/S) satisfies ∇X/S(α) = 0.
5.6. Let π : X → S be as in 5.4 and assume that S →֒S′ is an extension of the
artinian germ S by a coherent OS–module N such that there is a smooth morphism
π′ : X ′−→S′ restricting to π over S. We will suppose henceforth that the map
(∗) d : N−→Ω1S′ ⊗OS′ OS
is injective. Let
∇′ := 1OS ⊗OS′ ∇X′/S′ : Ω
q
X/S−→Ω
q−1
X/S ⊗OS′ Ω
1
S′
be the map induced by the Gauß- Manin connection for X ′ → S′ and denote by
the same symbol the induced map in cohomology,
∇′ : Hp(X,ΩqX/S)−→H
p+1(X,Ωq−1X/S)⊗OS′ Ω
1
S′ .
Lemma 5.7. ([Blo]) With notation and assumptions as in 5.6, a horizontal class
α ∈ Hq(X,ΩpX/S) can be lifted to a horizontal section in H
q(X ′,ΩpX′/S′) if and only
if ∇′(α) = 0 in Hq+1(X,Ωp−1X/S)⊗OS′ Ω
1
S′ .
Now return to the notation and assumption in 5.4. The extension X ′ of X
by NX := OX ⊗OS N gives a class ξ ∈ T
1
X(NX) or, equivalently, a morphism
ξ : LX−→NX of degree 1 in the derived category D(X). Taking exterior powers
yields a map, denoted by the same symbol,
ξ : ΛpLX−→Λ
p−1LX ⊗NX
can
−−→ Ωp−1X/S ⊗NX .
The next result describes how this map relates to the map ∇′ introduced in 5.6.
Lemma 5.8. The diagram
ΛpLX
can ✲ ΩpX/S
Ωp−1X/S ⊗N
+1 ξ
❄
1⊗d✲ Ωp−1X/S ⊗OS′ Ω
1
S′
+1 ∇′
❄
in D(X) is commutative.
Proof. For suitable representative of the cotangent complexes involved there is a
commutative diagram of exact sequences of complexes of OX–modules
0 ✲ LX/X′ [−1] ✲ LX′ ⊗OX ✲ LX ✲ 0
0 ✲ NX
ξ
❄
d✲ Ω1X′ ⊗OX
❄
✲ Ω1X
❄
✲ 0 ,
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by 5.3 and our assumption that d is injective on N . In D(X) this gives rise to a
commutative diagram
LX ✲ LX/X′
Ω1X
❄
✲ NX [1] .
ξ
❄
(†)
As well, the commutative diagram of exact sequences of OX–modules
0 ✲ NX
1⊗d✲ Ω1X′ ⊗OX ✲ Ω
1
X
✲ 0
0 ✲ OX ⊗OS′ Ω
1
S′
1⊗d
❄
✲ Ω1X′ ⊗OX
wwww
✲ Ω1X/S
❄
✲ 0
yields in D(X) a commutative diagram
Ω1X
✲ NX [1]
Ω1X/S
∼= Ω1X′/S′ ⊗OX
❄
✲ OX ⊗OS′ Ω
1
S′ [1] .
1⊗d
❄
Combining this square with the one in (†) gives the result for p = 1. The general
case follows from this by taking appropriate exterior powers.
The key observation in proving 5.1 is the following proposition. We keep the
notation and assumptions as introduced in 5.4 and 5.6.
Proposition 5.9. Assume E is a coherent S–flat sheaf on X such that E0 := E|X0
is I-semiregular, where X0 = π
−1(0). The following conditions are then equivalent.
1. The sheaf E can be extended to a deformation E ′ on X ′ over S′.
2. The partial Chern character chI(E) := (chp(E))p∈I ∈
∏
p∈I H
p(X,ΩpX/S) can
be lifted to a horizontal section in
∏
p∈I H
p(X ′,ΩpX′/S′).
Proof. Let ξ ∈ T 1X(NX) be the class corresponding to the extension X →֒X
′, given
by a morphism ξ : LX/X′ → NX in the derived category. The result 5.8 induces a
commutative diagram∏
p∈I
Hp(X,ΛpLX) ✲
∏
p∈I
Hp(X,ΩpX/S)
∼=
∏
p∈I
Hp(X,ΩpX′/S′)⊗OS′ OS
∏
p∈I
Hp+1(X,Ωp−1X/S)⊗OS N
ξ
❄
⊂
1⊗d ✲
∏
p∈I
Hp+1(X,Ωp−1X/S)⊗OS′ Ω
1
S′ ,
∇′
❄
where ∇′ is the Gauß-Manin connection.
The relative partial Chern character chI(E) ∈
∏
p∈I H
p(X,ΩpX/S) is the im-
age of the absolute partial Chern character ch′I(E) := (Tr((−At(E))
p/p!))p∈I in∏
p∈I H
p(X,ΛpLX). Using 5.7 and the injectivity of 1⊗ d in the diagram above, it
follows that (2) is equivalent to
3. Contracting against ξ sends the absolute partial Chern character to zero,
〈ξ, ch′I(E)〉 = 0 .
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Now, 4.2 yields a commutative diagram
T 1X(NX)
ob:=〈∗,−At(NX)〉 ✲ Ext2X(E , E ⊗OS N )
❅
❅
❅
❅
〈∗,ch′I (E)〉
❘ ✠ 
 
 
 
σI,N∏
p∈I
Hp+1(X,Ωp−1X/S)⊗OS N
and σI,N is injective by 5.10 below. It follows that ob(ξ) = 0 if and only if (3)
holds. On the other hand, by 4.4, the condition ob(ξ) = 0 is equivalent to (1), so
the result follows.
Lemma 5.10. With notation as above, if E0 is I-semiregular then the map σI,N is
injective.
The proof follows by a simple induction on the length of N . The initial step
for N ∼= C is equivalent to the assumption as σI,C is the corresponding partial
semiregularity map for E0 in view of the isomorphisms
Ext2X(E , E ⊗OS C)
∼= Ext2X0(E0, E0) , as E is S–flat,
Hp+1(X,Ωp−1X/S)⊗OS C
∼= Hp+1(X0,Ω
p−1
X0
) , by base change.
The induction step is left to the reader.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let Sn be the n
th infinitesimal neighbourhood of 0 in S so
that Sn →֒Sn+1 is an extension of Sn by Nn = mn+1/mn+2, where m ⊆ OS,0 is the
maximal ideal. The map
d : Nn−→Ω
1
Sn+1 ⊗OSn
is injective and applying 5.9 repeatedly we see that E0 can be lifted to a deformation
En onXn for all n. Let E be a versal deformation of E0 which is a coherent module on
X ×S T, where (T, 0) is a complex space germ over (S, 0). Using versality there are
(S, 0)–morphisms ϕn : (Sn, 0)→ (T, 0) with (1× ϕn)∗(E) ∼= En and ϕn+1|Sn = ϕn.
Hence (T, 0)→ (S, 0) admits a formal section, namely ϕ¯ := lim
−→
ϕn : (Sˆ, 0)→ (T, 0).
By Artin’s approximation theorem, we can find a convergent section ϕ : (S, 0) →
(T, 0). Now F := (1 × ϕ)∗(E) is a coherent S-flat module on X that induces E0 on
the special fibre. The uniqueness of the horizontal lifting gives that αp = chp(F)
as sections in Rpf∗(Ω
p
X/S) for each p ∈ I. Hence αp(s) = chp(F|Xs) is algebraic
for all s ∈ S near 0 and each p ∈ I.
The proof of 5.2 is similar. The sole difference is that in order to derive the
analogue of 5.9, one has to use 4.11 and 4.13 instead of 4.2 and 4.4. We leave the
technical details to the reader.
6. Deformation theory
Before formulating the main results we review some basic notation and facts
about deformation theories. In contrast to [Sch] we will not use the language of
deformation functors but instead employ deformation groupoids as in [Rim, Fle2,
BFl]. Most deformations will take place over AnΣ, ArtΣ, or AnˆΣ, the categories
of germs of complex spaces, Artinian complex spaces, or formal complex spaces
respectively, over a fixed germ Σ = (Σ, 0).
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6.1. Let p : E → B be a functor between categories. We will denote objects of B
by capital letters whereas the objects of E will be written in lower case. To indicate
that a is an object of E over S ∈ B we write simply a 7→ S, although this is not a
morphism!
Recall that a morphism a′ → a over f : S′ → S is cartesian if every morphism
b → a over f factors uniquely into b
g˜
−→ a′ → a with p(g˜) = idS′ . If a
′ → a is a
cartesian morphism over f : S′ → S, one sets, slightly abusively, a×S S′ := a′.
Following [Rim], a fibration in categories is a functor p : E→ B with the following
properties:
(FC1) For every morphism f : S′ → S in B and every object a over S there
is a morphism a′ → a over f that is cartesian.
(FC2) Compositions of cartesian morphisms are cartesian.
The category B is often called the basis of the fibration. For S ∈ B the fibre
E(S) is the subcategory of E whose objects are those a ∈ E with p(a) = S, and
whose morphisms ϕ are the ones over idS , that is p(ϕ) = idS .
Recall that a groupoid is a category in which all morphisms are isomorphisms.
A fibration in categories p : E → B is called a fibration in groupoids if each fiber
E(S) is a groupoid.
These notions provide a natural framework for deformation theory. As an ex-
ample let us consider deformations of complex spaces.
Example 6.2. Let E be the category whose objects are the germs of flat holomor-
phic maps f : (X,X0)→ (S, 0), where X0 = f−1(0). The morphisms into a second
object given by g : (Y, Y0)→ (T, 0) are all cartesian squares
(X,X0)
f✲ (S, 0)
(Y, Y0)
❄
g✲ (T, 0) .
❄
The functor p : E→ AnΣ assigns to f its basis (S, 0).
In a similar way one treats (flat) deformations of singularities, coherent sheaves,
or embedded deformations.
6.3. Let B be one of the categories AnΣ, ArtΣ or AnˆΣ. Abusing notation again,
we write a→֒a′ when the underlying morphism in B is an embedding. A fibration in
groupoids p : E→ B is a deformation theory if the following homogeneity property
is satisfied.
(H) For every diagram in E,
a ⊂ ✲ a′ S ⊂
i ✲ S′
over
b
❄
T
α
❄
with i : S →֒S′ an extension by a coherent OS,0–module M and α : S → T a finite
map of germs, the fibred sum b′ = a′
∐
a b exists in E.
We remark that b′ lies necessarily over S′
∐
S T , which in turn exists as an
analytic germ by [Schu].
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The condition of homogeneity can be weakened to so called semihomogeneity,
see [Rim]. We remark that the main applications of this section remain true under
this weaker condition in view of the results of [Fle2]. Note, however, that in all
reasonable geometric situations condition (H) above is satisfied.
If a0 ∈ E(0) is a specific object over the reduced point, then a deformation of
a0 over a germ S = (S, 0) is an object a ∈ E(S) together with a morphism a0 → a
that lies necessarily over 0 →֒ (S, 0).
Let B again be one of the categories ArtΣ, AnΣ or AnˆΣ and let p : E → B be
a fibred groupoid, S = (S, 0) a germ of a complex space and a ∈ E(S) an object
over S. For a coherent OS–moduleM an extension of a by M is a morphism a→֒b
such that the underlying morphism S →֒ T := p(b) is an extension of S by M.
Two extensions a →֒ b and a →֒ b′ are said to be isomorphic if there is a morphism
b→ b′ that is compatible with a →֒ b, a →֒ b′ and induces the identity on M. We
denote by Ex(a,M) the set of such isomorphism classes.
In contrast, consider extensions a →֒ b with p(b) = S[M], the trivial extension.
Two such extensions β = (a →֒ b) and β′ = (a →֒ b′) will be called S[M]-isomorphic
if there is a morphism of extensions b → b′ over idS[M]. The corresponding set of
isomorphism classes will be denoted Ex(a/S,M). This vector space is commonly
called the space of infinitesimal deformations (of first order).
We recall the following facts, see e.g. [Fle1, Fle2].
Proposition 6.4. 1. The vector spaces Ex(a,M), Ex(a/S,M) define (covariant)
functors with respect to M ∈ Coh(S). They are compatible with direct products:
for coherent OS–modules M,N and for F one of these functors, one has naturally
F (M×N )
∼
→ F (M)× F (N ).
2. The functors in (1) are OS-linear, i.e. they carry natural OS–module struc-
tures. Moreover they are half-exact.
3. There is a functorial exact sequence
T 0S/Σ(M)
δKS−→ Ex(a/S,M)→ Ex(a,M)→ T 1S/Σ(M) .
Note that a functor G : Coh(S)→ Sets compatible with finite direct products
and satisfying G(0) 6= ∅ always carries a natural OS–module structure, whence
the first part of (2) is a consequence of (1). Moreover, if G′ : Coh(S) → Sets is
a second such functor, and if G → G′ is a morphism of functors, then the maps
G(M)→ G′(M) are necessarily OS-linear.
We will refer to the sequence in (3) as the Kodaira-Spencer sequence. Moreover,
δKS is the so called Kodaira-Spencer map.
6.5. Let p : E→ ArtΣ be a deformation theory and consider its completion pˆ : Eˆ→
AnˆΣ, as described (dually) in [Rim]. Recall that a deformation a ∈ Eˆ(S) is called
formally versal if it satisfies the following lifting property: for every morphism
b →֒ b′ in Eˆ lying over a closed embedding T →֒T ′, and for every map f : b→ a, there
is a morphism f ′ : b′ → a lifting f . Moreover, a is said to be formally semiuniversal
if the induced map of tangent spaces TT ′,0 → TS,0 is independent of the lifting.
By the theorem of Schlessinger (see [Rim]), if Ex(a0,C) is a vector space of finite
dimension then a formally versal deformation of a0 exists. Moreover, we have the
following criterion for formal versality.
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Proposition 6.6. ([Fle2]) Let a be a deformation of a0 over the base S ∈ AnˆΣ.
The following statements are equivalent.
1. The deformation a is formally versal.
2. Ex(a,M) = 0 for every finite OS–module M.
3. Ex(a,OS/mS) = 0.
In case S/Σ is smooth, T 1S/Σ(M) vanishes for every M and so, in view of the
Kodaira-Spencer sequence, a is formally versal if and only if the Kodaira-Spencer
map δKS : T
0
S/Σ(OS/mS)→ Ex(a/S,OS/mS) is surjective.
Next, we give a simple proof of a result by Z. Ran [Ran1]. We state more
generally a relative version over an arbitrary base Σ. To formulate the last part
of it, recall that an artinian germ T ∈ AnΣ is curvilinear if OT ∼= C[[X ]]/(Xn) as
local C–algebras.
Theorem 6.7. If a0 ∈ E(0) admits a formally semiuniversal deformation a ∈
Eˆ(S) over some formal germ S, then the following conditions are equivalent.
1. The germ (S, 0) is smooth over a closed subspace of the completion (Σˆ, 0).
2. The functor M 7−→ Ex(a/S,M) is right exact on Coh(S).
3. For every b ∈ E(T ) over an artinian germ T ∈ AnΣ, the map of infinitesimal
deformations
Ex(b/T,OT )−→Ex(b/T,OT /mT )
is surjective.
Moreover, if Σ is a reduced point, then these are equivalent to the following condi-
tion.
4. The map in (3) is surjective for every b ∈ E(T ) over an artinian curvilinear
germ T ∈ AnΣ, .
Proof. For (1)⇒(2) observe that the map T 0S/Σ(M) → Ex(a/S,M) is surjective
due to the versality of a. In turn, by 6.8 below, the functor M 7→ T 0S/Σ(M)
∼=
DerΣ(OS ,M) is right exact as S is smooth over a subspace of Σˆ. Thus, Ex(a/S,M)
is right exact in M as well. To show (2)⇒(3), let b, T be as in (3). By versality,
there is a morphism b → a that lies over some Σ–morphism T → S. If now
b→֒b′ is an extension of b over T →֒T [M], then the homogeneity condition yields an
extension a→֒a′ := a
∐
b b
′ over S →֒S[M] that satisfies b′ = a′ ×S T . Thus, there
is a natural isomorphism
Ex(a/S,M) ∼= Ex(b/T,M)
for every artinian OT –moduleM, whence (2) implies (3). In order to show (3)⇒(1)
consider the nth infinitesimal neighbourhood Sn of 0 in S and set an := a ×S Sn.
Repeating the argument just given, we have Ex(a/S,M) ∼= Ex(an/Sn,M) for any
M∈ Coh(Sn). Hence there is a commutative diagram
T 0S/Σ(OSn)
(δKS)n✲ Ex(a/S,OSn)∼=Ex(an/Sn,OSn)
T 0S/Σ(OS0)
αn
❄
(δKS)0✲ Ex(a/S,OS0)
βn
❄
∼=Ex(an/Sn,OS0) .
βn
❄
Since a is formally semiuniversal, the map (δKS)0 is bijective and (δKS)n is surjec-
tive. By assumption βn is surjective and so αn is surjective too. Now the result
follows from the Jacobian criterion 6.8 below.
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It is obvious that (3) implies (4). Finally, (4)⇒(1) follows with the same reason-
ing as above from the smoothness criterion given in 6.8 (5).
In the proof above we have referred to the following smoothness criteria that are
essentially reformulations of the Jacobian criterion.
Lemma 6.8. For a morphism A→ B of complete analytic C-algebras the following
conditions are equivalent.
1. There is an ideal a ⊆ A and an isomorphism of A–algebras
B ∼= (A/a)[[T1, . . . Tk]] for some k ≥ 0 ;
2. The B–module Ω1B/A is free;
3. The functor M 7→ DerA(B,M) is right exact on finite B–modules;
4. With Bn := B/m
n+1
B , the natural map DerA(B,Bn)→ DerA(B,C) is surjec-
tive for all n.
If A = C, then these conditions are also equivalent to:
5. The natural map DerC(B,C) → DerC(B,C) is surjective for any artinian
curvilinear B-algebra C ∼= C[[X ]]/(Xn).
Proof. The implications (1)⇒(2)⇒(3)⇒(4)⇒(5) are obvious. To show (4)⇒(1),
note first that
DerA(B,B) ∼= lim
←
DerA(B,Bn)
as B is complete. Hence (4) implies that DerA(B,B) → DerA(B,C) is surjec-
tive. This means that there are derivations δ1, . . . , δr : B → B and elements
x1, . . . , xr ∈ mB such that det(δi(xj)) 6∈ mB, where r := dimCDerA(B,C). By
the criterion of Lipman and Zariski, see [Mat, 30.1], there is then an isomor-
phism B ∼= C[[X1, . . . , Xr]], where C is an A–subalgebra of B. By construction,
DerA(C,C) = 0, and so C must be a quotient of A, which gives (1).
Finally, assume that A = C and that (5) is satisfied. Writing B = R/I with
R := C[[X1, . . . , Xr]] and I ⊆ m2R, we need to show that I = 0. If not, choose
a power series f 6= 0 of minimal order in I. After a linear change of coordinates
we may assume that f = Xn1 + g with g ∈ (X2, . . . , Xr)m
n−1
R . Now consider the
curvilinear B-algebra C = B/(X2, . . . , Xr) ∼= C[[X1]]/(Xn1 ). The derivation ∂/∂X1
on R induces a derivation B → C that by assumption can be lifted to a derivation
B → C. Composing with R→ B yields a derivation, say, δ : R→ C with δ(I) = 0.
Using the product rule and the fact that δ(Xi) ≡ 0 mod mC for i ≥ 2, it follows
that δ(g) = 0. On the other hand, δ(X1) ≡ 1 mod mC , whence
δ(f) = nXn−11 δ(X1) = nX
n−1
1 · 1C 6= 0 in C ,
and this is a contradiction.
Remark 6.9. In case A 6= C, the condition (5) above is no longer equivalent to the
other ones as the following example shows. Consider a C-algebra A ∼= R/I, with
R ∼= C[[X1, . . . , Xk]], and assume that there is an element a ∈ R that is integral
over I but not in I. If a¯ denotes the residue class of a in A, then the reader may
verify that the A-algebra B := A[[T ]]/(a¯T ) satisfies (5) although it is not smooth
over a quotient of A.
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Definition 6.10. An obstruction theory for a ∈ Eˆ(S) over a formal germ S ∈ AnˆΣ
consists in a functor
Ob(a,−) : Cohart(S)−→Cohart(S),
satisfying the following condition:
Ob1: There is a morphism of functors
ob : T 1S/Σ(M)−→Ob(a,M) , M ∈ Cohart(S) ,
so that the sequence
Ex(a,M)−→T 1S/Σ(M)
ob
−−→ Ob(a,M)
is exact for each M.
In other words, if a Σ-extension S →֒S′ of S by M ∈ Cohart(S) is given, then
ob([S′]) = 0 in Ob(a,M) if and only if we can find an extension a→֒a′ of a by
M over S →֒S′. As an immediate consequence of the Kodaira-Spencer sequence we
obtain the following standard estimate.
Corollary 6.11. Let a ∈ Eˆ(S) be a formally semiuniversal deformation of a0 and
assume that there is an obstruction theory for a. With
k := dimC Ex(a0,C) and t := dimCOb(a,C) ,
the basis S of a can be realized as a subspace of the formal germ (Σ × Ck, 0)ˆ cut
out by at most t equations. In particular,
dimS ≥ dimΣ+ k − t .
Proof. As was already observed in the proof of 6.7, we have Ex(a0,C) ∼= Ex(a/S,C),
and, as a is formally semiuniversal, the map T 0S/Σ(C) → Ex(a/S,C) is bijective.
Hence we can write OS,0 ∼= Λ[[X1, . . . , Xk]]/I with Λ := OΣˆ,0. By definition,
T 1S/Σ(C)
∼= Hom(I/mI,C), and so the dimension of T 1S/Σ(C) is just the minimal
number of generators of I. In the extended Kodaira-Spencer sequence
. . .−→Ex(a,C)−→T 1S/Σ(C)−→Ob(a,C)
the module Ex(a,C) vanishes by the versality of a. Hence T 1S/Σ(C) injects into
Ob(a,C) and the minimal number of generators of I is bounded by t.
Let S be a formal germ over (Σ, 0) and let Λ := OΣ,0, A := OS,0 denote the
associated local rings. It is well known that for a coherent OS–module M the
group T 1S/Σ(M) is canonically isomorphic to T
1
A/Λ(M), the group of Λ-algebra
extensions of A by M := M0. This group always contains Ext
1
A(Ω
1
A/Λ,M) that
can be identified as the subgroup of those extensions whose associated Jacobi map
is injective, see 9.2. In case M = C, it contains in turn a further distinguished
subspace, ExcA/Λ(C), the space of curvilinear extensions, see 9.1 and 9.2. With
these notations, the following improvement of 6.7, due to Kawamata, can also
easily be deduced.
Corollary 6.12. Let a ∈ Eˆ(S) be a formally semiuniversal deformation of a0 that
admits an obstruction theory Ob(a,−). If V := ob(ExcA/Λ(C)) ⊆ Ob(a,C) is the
subspace of curvilinear obstructions, then
dimS ≥ dimΣ + dimC Ex(a0,C)− dimC V .
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Proof. Note that V ∼= ExcA/Λ(C) as T
1
S/Σ(C) injects into Ob(a,C). By 9.2, the
vector space ExcA/Λ(C) is dual to I/(J +mI), where I is as in the proof of 6.11 and
J is the integral closure of mI in I. Now the result follows from 9.3.
In the proofs of the preceding two corollaries we only used the module Ob(a,C)
so that it would have been sufficient to have just this module of obstructions at
our disposal. However, the next result requires the full strength of the notion of
obstruction theory.
Proposition 6.13. Let p : E → AnΣ be a deformation theory and a ∈ Eˆ(S) an
object over a germ S ∈ AnˆΣ that admits an obstruction theory M 7→ Ob(a,M).
If there exists a transformation ψ : Ob(a,M)→ G(M) into a left exact functor G
on Cohart(S) then the following hold.
1. The restriction of ψ ◦ ob to Ext1S(Ω
1
S/Σ,M)→֒T
1
S/Σ(M) is the zero map. In
other words, if S →֒ S′ is an extension of S byM∈ Cohart(S) such that the Jacobi
map M−→Ω1S′/Σ ⊗OS is injective, then ψ (ob[S
′]) = 0.
2. If a is formally versal then dimS ≥ dimC Ex(a0,C) − dimCK with K :=
ker(Ob(a,C)→ G(C)).
Proof. The injective hull J of M can be obtained as a limit lim
→
Jα with M ⊆
Jα ⊆ J and each Jα finite artinian. As
Ext1S(Ω
1
S/Σ,M)→ lim→
Ext1S(Ω
1
S/Σ,Jα)
∼= Ext1S(Ω
1
S/Σ,J ) = 0
is the zero map, there is an index α so that Ext1S(Ω
1
S/Σ,M) → Ext
1
S(Ω
1
S/Σ,Jα)
is already zero. Restricting the map ob to Ext1S(Ω
1
S/Σ,−) yields a commutative
diagram
Ext1S(Ω
1
S/Σ,M)
ob✲ Ob(a,M)
ψ✲ G(M)
Ext1S(Ω
1
S/Σ,Jα)
0
❄
ob✲ Ob(a,Jα)
❄
ψ✲ G(Jα) ,
❄
∩
and (1) follows.
In order to derive (2), note that the map ob embeds T 1S/Σ(C) into Ob(a,C), as a
is formally versal, and under this map Ext1S(Ω
1
S/Σ,C) becomes thus isomorphic to
a subspace of K by (1). As HomS(Ω
1
S/Σ,C) is isomorphic to Ex(a0,C), the space
of infinitesimal deformations, the claim follows from 9.4.
In practise, it is cumbersome to construct obstruction theories for objects over
an arbitrary formal germ S. The following considerations show that it is essentially
sufficient to check the existence of obstruction theories over an artinian base.
Definition 6.14. Let p : E → AnΣ be a deformation theory. An obstruction
theory for E consists in a collection of obstruction theories Ob(a,−) for every
a ∈ E(S) over an artinian germ S ∈ ArtΣ satisfying the following condition.
Ob2: For every inclusion T →֒S in ArtΣ and every a ∈ E(S) there are functorial
isomorphisms
Ob(a×S T,M)
∼=
−−→ Ob(a,M), M ∈ Coh(T ) ,
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such that the diagram
T 1T/Σ(M)
ob✲ Ob(a×S T,M)
T 1S/Σ(M)
❄
ob ✲ Ob(a,M)
∼=
❄
commutes.
If E admits an obstruction theory and if a ∈ E(S) over S ∈ AnˆΣ is a for-
mally versal deformation, then for every module M ∈ Cohart(S) the sequence of
groups Ob(an,M)n≫0, where an := a|Sn is the restriction to the n
th infinitesimal
neighbourhood Sn of 0 ∈ S, is essentially constant. Accordingly,
Ob(a,M) := Ob(an,M), n≫ 0,
constitutes an obstruction theory for a as the sequences
Ex(an,M)−→T
1
Sn/Σ
(M)−→Ob(an,M)
are exact for n≫ 0, and taking the direct limit results in the exact sequence
Ex(a,M) ∼= lim
→
Ex(an,M)−→T
1
S/Σ(M)
∼= lim
→
T 1Sn/Σ(M)−→Ob(a,M) .
Assume now that E admits an obstruction theory and that for every a ∈ E(S)
over an artinian germ S there is a transformation Ob(a,−) → G(a,−) into a left
exact functor G(a,−) on Cohart(S). Furthermore, suppose that for every inclusion
T →֒S in ArtΣ there is an isomorphism G(a×S T,M)
∼=
−−→ G(a,M), M ∈ CohT
such that the diagram
Ob(a×S T,M) ✲ G(a×S T,M)
Ob(a,M)
∼=
❄
✲ G(a,M)
∼=
❄
commutes. Under these assumptions we get the following corollary.
Corollary 6.15. If a ∈ Eˆ is a formally versal deformation of a0, then
dimS ≥ dimC Ex(a0,C)− dimC ker(Ob(a0,C)→ G(a0,C)) .
Proof. Indeed, the functor G(a,M) := G(an,M), n≫ 0, is left exact on Cohart(S)
and satisfies the assumptions of 6.13.
7. Applications
Deformations of modules. Let f : X → Σ be a flat holomorphic map and 0 ∈ Σ
a fixed point. In the following we will consider deformations of coherent modules
on X . These deformations constitute a deformation theory p : E → AnΣ, where
the objects over a germ S = (S, 0) ∈ AnΣ are coherent S–flat modules F on
XS := X×ΣS. A morphism into another module E ∈ E(T ) is given by a morphism
of Σ-germs g : S → T together with an isomorphism (idX ×g)∗(F)
∼
→ E .
For a germ S ∈ AnΣ let fS : XS → S denote the projection. There is a canonical
map T 1S/Σ(N ) → T
1
XS
(f∗SN ) that assigns to an extension S
′ of S by N ∈ CohS
the extension XS′ of XS by f
∗
SN . If F ∈ E(S) is a deformation over S then by 4.4
〈[XS′ ],At(F)〉 = 0 if and only if there is a module F ′ onXS′ that forms an extension
of F by F ⊗OS N := F ⊗f−1
S
OS
f−1S N ; observe that F ⊗OXS
f∗SN
∼= F ⊗OXS f
∗
SN
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as F is flat over S. By a standard result in commutative algebra, see [Mat, 7.7],
the S′–module F ′ is then automatically flat. Hence we obtain the following result.
Lemma 7.1. The composed maps
ob : T 1S/Σ(N )
can✲ T 1XS (f
∗
SN )
〈∗,−At(F)〉✲ Ext2XS (F ,F ⊗OS N )
for N ∈ CohS define an obstruction theory for the deformation theory of coherent
modules on X in the sense of 6.10, 6.14.
It is well known that the space of infinitesimal deformations of F over S[N ] is
just Ext1XS (F ,F ⊗OS N ). Applying the results of the previous sections we obtain
the following theorem.
Theorem 7.2. Assume that X is proper and smooth over Σ and that X0 := f
−1(0)
is bimeromorphically equivalent to a Ka¨hler manifold. Let F0 be a coherent module
on X0 and let S = (S, 0) ∈ AnΣ be the basis of a semiuniversal deformation of F0.
If
σ : Ext2X0(F0,F0) −−→
∏
n≥0
Hn+2(X0,Ω
n
X0)
denotes the semiregularity map as in 4.1, then the following hold.
1. dimS ≥ dimC Ext
1
X0(F0,F0)− dimC kerσ.
2. If σ is injective then S is smooth at 0 over a closed subspace of Σˆ.
Proof. Let F be a deformation of F0 over an artinian germ T ∈ ArtΣ, whence F
is an OXT –module that is flat over T and restricts to F0 on X0. By 4.1, for every
coherent module N on T there is a semiregularity map
σN : Ext
2
XT (F ,F ⊗OT N )−→
∏
n≥0
Hn+2(XT ,N ⊗OT Ω
n
XT /T
),
and by 4.7(1), this map is compatible with base change. According to [Del1], the
functor
N 7−→ Hp(XT ,N ⊗OT Ω
q
XT /T
), N ∈ CohT ,
is exact; note that using the results of [Fuj], Deligne’s original result extends to
the case of compact manifolds that are bimeromorphically equivalent to Ka¨hler
manifolds with the same proofs as in (loc.cit.). Applying 6.13, claim (1) follows.
Finally assume that σ = σC is injective. Using induction on the length of N it
follows easily that σN is injective for allN ∈ CohT . In particular, the functorN 7→
Ext2XT (F ,F ⊗OT N ) is exact on the left and therefore N 7→ Ext
1
XT (F ,F ⊗OT N )
is exact on the right. Now 6.7 shows that S is smooth over a closed subspace of Σˆ,
as claimed.
In case of deformations of modules on a fixed complex space X = X0, that is,
when Σ is a reduced point, the result above holds without assuming that X is
smooth.
Theorem 7.3. Let F0 be a coherent module on X with a finite dimensional space of
infinitesimal deformations Ext1X(F0,F0), and let S ∈ AnˆΣ be the basis of a formally
semiuniversal deformation of F0. If F0 has locally finite projective dimension as
an OX–module then the semiregularity map
σ : Ext2X(F0,F0)−→
∏
n≥0
Hn+2(X,ΛnLX)
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is defined and
dimS ≥ dimC Ext
1
X(F0,F0)− dimC kerσ .
In particular, if σ is injective then S is smooth.
Proof. Let F be a deformation of F0 over an artinian germ T ∈ AnΣ, whence F is
an OX×T –module that is flat over T and induces F0 on X . The functor
N 7−→ Hp(X × T,N ⊗OT Λ
qLX×T/T ) ∼= N ⊗C H
p(X,ΛqLX), N ∈ CohT,
is exact. As the semiregularity map is compatible with base change T → S, see
4.7, the result follows as before from 6.13.
As a special case this contains the result of Artamkin-Mukai, [Art, Muk], that
the injectivity of the trace map Ext2X(F0,F0)−→H
2(X,OX) implies smoothness of
the basis of the semiuniversal deformation of F0.
The proof of the following variant is similar and left to the reader.
Proposition 7.4. Let X be a complex space embedded into a complex manifold M .
Let F0 be a coherent OX–module with dimC Ext
1
X(F0,F0) <∞. The dimension of
the basis (S, 0) of a formally semiuniversal deformation of F0 satisfies then
dimS ≥ dimC Ext
1
X(F0,F0)− ker dimC σ
′ ,
where
σ′ : Ext2X(F0,F0)
can
−−−→ Ext2M (F0,F0)
σ
−−→
∏
n≥0
Hn+2(M,ΩnM ).
is the composition of the semiregularity map for F0 as coherent OM–module with
the canonical map between Ext–functors. If σ′ is injective then S is smooth.
Remarks 7.5. 1. If in 7.3 the module F is supported on a closed subspace Z of
X then the map σ factors through a map
σZ : Ext
2
X(F0,F0)−→
∏
n≥0
Hn+2Z (X,Λ
nLX) ,
see 4.7 (2). It is clear from the proof that the conclusion of 7.3 also holds with σZ
instead of σ.
2. Ideally, the map τ in 7.4 should factor through a map
Ext2X(F0,F0)−→
∏
n≥0
IHn+2,n,
where IH denotes intersection cohomology.
The Hilbert scheme. If f : X → Σ is a holomorphic map, let HX/Σ be the
relative Douady space of X that represents the Hilbert functor Hilb : AnΣ → Sets,
where Hilb(S) is the set of all closed subspaces of XS := X ×Σ S that are proper
and flat over S. In this section we will give several smoothness criteria for the
Douady space that generalize results of [Blo, Kaw1, Ran2].
For this, it is convenient to consider the deformation theory associated to the
Hilbert functor. More generally, we will study the deformation theory p : E→ AnΣ,
where an object of E over a germ S ∈ AnΣ is a subspace Z ⊆ XS that is flat
over S. Note that Z is not required to be proper over S. A morphism of Z
into another object, say, Z ′ ⊆ XS′ consists in a morphism g : S′ → S such that
(idX ×g)
−1(Z) = Z ′. It is well known and easy to see that this constitutes a
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deformation theory as explained in Section 6. Let Ex(Z/S,N ), N ∈ Coh(S), be
the space of infinitesimal deformations of Z ⊆ XS . The following lemma is well
known.
Lemma 7.6. If Z ⊆ XS is an S–flat subspace with ideal sheaf J ⊆ OXS , then
there is an isomorphism Ex(Z/S,N ) ∼= HomXS (J ,OZ⊗OSN ), where OZ⊗OSN :=
OZ ⊗f−1
S
OS
f−1S N .
Note that HomXS (J ,OZ ⊗OS N ) is just T
1
X/Z(OZ ⊗OS N ). In case that Z is
locally a complete intersection in X this is just the space of section of the normal
bundle NZ/X of Z in X .
In order to describe an obstruction theory for Z we will assume for simplicity
that f is flat; see remark 7.11 (3) for the general case. In the flat case, there is for
any coherent OS–module N a canonical map T 1S/Σ(N )
α
−−→ T 1XS/Σ(OXS ⊗OS N )
that assigns to an extension [S′] of S by N the extension [XS′ ] of X by NXS :=
OXS ⊗OS N . Composing this with the map γ considered in 4.13, we get a map
ob : T 1S/Σ(N ) −−→ T
2
Z/XS
(OZ ⊗OS N ) .
Applying 4.13, gives the following lemma.
Lemma 7.7. If f : X → Σ is flat, then the map ob constitutes an obstruction
theory for Z.
Let f : X → Σ be a flat map, (S, 0) a germ over Σ = (Σ, 0), and let Z ⊆ XS
be an S–flat subspace with special fibre Z0 over 0 ∈ S. If OZ0 has locally finite
projective dimension as a module on X0 := f
−1(0) then by 4.5 the sheaf OZ has
finite projective dimension over X . Hence applying 4.10 yields a semiregularity
map
τN : T
2
Z/XS
(NZ)−→
∏
n≥0
Hn+2(XS ,N ⊗OS Λ
nLXS/S), N ∈ CohS .
In case of smooth maps f we get the following result.
Theorem 7.8. Assume that X is proper and smooth over Σ and that X0 := f
−1(0)
is bimeromorphically equivalent to a Ka¨hler manifold. Let Z0 ⊆ X0 be a closed
subspace. If
τ : T 2Z0/X0(OZ0)−→
∏
n≥0
Hn+2(X0,Ω
n
X0) .
denotes the semiregularity map for Z0 ⊆ X0, then the following hold.
1. If τ is injective then the Douady space HX/Σ is smooth over a closed subspace
of Σ in a neighbourhood of its point [Z0].
2. The dimension of HX/Σ at [Z0] satisfies
dim[Z0]HX/Σ ≥ dimC T
1
Z0/X0
(OZ0)− dimC ker τ .
The proof follows again from 6.13 along the same line of arguments as in 7.2.
We note that in general the injectivity of τ does not imply that HX/Σ is smooth
over Σ. For instance, let X → Σ be a smooth family of surfaces over a germ
(Σ, 0) and consider a curve C ⊆ X0. The semiregularity map H1(C,NC/X0) →
H2(X0,OX0) is dual to the restriction map H
0(X0, ωX0)→ H
0(C, ωX0 ⊗OX0 OC)
as we will show in Section 8. If X → Σ is a versal family of K3-surfaces and C is a
connected reduced curve on X0, then this restriction map is bijective. Hence HX/Σ
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is smooth over a closed subspace of Σ at [C]. However, this subspace cannot be all
of Σ since there are no curves on the general K3-surface.
In the absolute case, when Σ is a reduced point, the following stronger result
holds.
Theorem 7.9. Let Z be a closed subspace of a complex space X with a finite dimen-
sional space of infinitesimal embedded deformations T 1Z/X(OZ) and let S ∈ AnˆΣ
be the basis of a formally semiuniversal deformation of Z. Assume that OZ has
locally finite projective dimension as OX–module. With
τ : T 2Z/X(OZ)−→
∏
n≥0
Hn+2(X,ΛnLX)
the semiregularity map, the following hold.
1. The dimension of S satisfies
dimS ≥ dimC T
1
X/Z(OZ)− dimC ker τ .
In particular, if τ is injective then S is smooth.
2. If Z is compact then dim[Z]HX ≥ dimC T
1
X/Z(OZ)−dimC ker τ . In particular,
if τ is injective then HX is smooth at [Z].
In the smooth case this specializes further to the following corollary.
Corollary 7.10. Let Z ⊆ X be a compact subspace of a complex manifold X. With
τ : T 2Z/X(OZ)−→
∏
n≥0
Hn+2(X,ΩnX)
the semiregularity map, we have dim[Z]HX ≥ dimC T
1
Z/X(OZ) − dimC ker τ . In
particular, if τ is injective then HX is smooth at [Z].
As well, the result 7.4 can be formulated in the case of deformations of subspaces.
We leave the straightforward formulation and its proof to the reader.
Remarks 7.11. 1. Note that for a locally complete intersection Z ⊆ X with nor-
mal bundle NZ/X there is a canonical isomorphism T
k
Z/X(M)
∼= Hk−1(Z,NZ/X ⊗
M) for every OZ–moduleM and k ≥ 0. Hence in this case the statements 7.8–7.10
above hold with T 2Z/X(OZ) replaced by H
1(Z,NZ/X).
2. In analogy with 7.5(1), the map τ in 7.10 factors through a map τZ :
T 2Z/X(OZ) →
∏
n≥0H
n+2
Z (X,Ω
n
X), see 4.14 (3). It is clear from the proof that
the conclusion of 7.10 remains true for τZ instead of τ . A similar remark applies
to 7.9.
3. We note that there is also an obstruction theory for embedded deformations if
f : X → Σ is not flat. To show this, let S be a space over Σ and Z ⊆ XS an S–flat
subspace. Consider XS and Z as subspaces of X × S via the diagonal embedding.
For a coherent OS–module N there are natural maps
T 1S/Σ(N )
α
−−→ T 1X×S/Σ×Σ(OX×S ⊗OS N )
β
−−→ T 1X×S/Σ×Σ(OZ ⊗OS N ) ,
In terms of extensions, if S′ is an extension of S by N then α([S′]) = [X × S′]
and β([X × S′]) is the induced extension of X × S by OZ ⊗OS N . The embedded
deformation Z ⊆ XS can be extended to an embedded deformation Z ⊆ XS′ if and
only if α([X × S′]) is in the image of the natural map
γ : T 1Z/Σ(OZ ⊗OS N )→ T
1
X×S/Σ×Σ(OZ ⊗OS N ) .
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This map embeds into a long exact cohomology sequence: namely, if C• denotes
the mapping cone of LX×S/Σ×Σ⊗OX×S OZ → LZ/Σ, then the cokernel of γ embeds
into Ext2Z(C
•,N ⊗OS OZ). Thus the composition
T 1S/Σ(N )
β◦α
−−−→ T 1X×S/Σ×Σ(OZ ⊗OS N )→ Ext
2
Z(C
•,OZ ⊗OS N )
gives an obstruction theory.
Note that in case of a flat map f : X → Σ, the complexes
LXS/S ⊗OXS
OZ and LX×S/Σ×Σ⊗OX×S OZ
are quasiisomorphic. Hence C• becomes quasiisomorphic to the mapping cone of
LXS/S ⊗OXS
OZ → LZ/S and so is quasiisomorphic to LZ/XS . This is the same
obstruction theory we described before.
In the general case, the reader may easily verify that there is a natural map
LZ/XS → C
• that induces a map
Ext2Z(C
•,OZ ⊗OS N )−→T
2
Z/XS
(OZ ⊗OS N ) .
Taking the composition with the map τ as defined in 4.10, we arrive at a semireg-
ularity map also in this case.
The Quot–functor. Let f : X → Σ be a holomorphic map and E a coherent
sheaf on X . Generalizing partly the results of the previous part we will study
the Quot-space QE/Σ that was constructed as a complex space by Douady in the
absolute case and by Pourcin in the relative case, see [Dou, Pou]. We remind the
reader that it represents the functor QuotE/Σ : AnΣ → Sets, where QuotE/Σ(S)
is the set of all quotients of ES := p∗S(E) that are proper and flat over S; here
pS : XS := X ×Σ S → X denotes the projection.
Again it is convenient to consider the associated deformation theory, say, p :
E→ AnΣ. An object of E over a germ S ∈ AnΣ is a quotient Q of ES that is flat
over S. A morphism of Q into another object, say, Q′ defined over the germ S′ is
given by a morphism g : S′ → S such that (idX ×g)∗(Q) = Q′ as quotients of ES′ .
It is well known and easy to see that this constitutes a deformation theory as in
Section 3. The space of infinitesimal deformations Ex(Q/S,N ), N ∈ Coh(S), is
described in the following well known lemma.
Lemma 7.12. If ES → Q is an S–flat quotient with kernel F := ker(ES → Q)
then there is a natural isomorphism Ex(Q/S,N ) ∼= HomXS (F ,Q⊗OS N ).
In case E is flat over Σ, there is furthermore a well known obstruction theory
for Q. Since there seems to be no explicit reference for this in the relative case,
we describe in brief the construction. First note the following simple lemma whose
proof is left to the reader.
Lemma 7.13. Let X be a complex space and X ⊆ X ′ an extension of X by a
coherent OX–module I. For coherent OX–modules G, H consider the map
µ : Ext1X′(G,H)→ HomOX (G ⊗ I,H)
that assigns to an X ′-extension [G′] ∈ Ext1X′(G,H) the homomorphism µ(G
′) ob-
tained from the multiplication map G′ ⊗ I → G′ through the natural factorization
G′ ⊗ I
proj✲ G ⊗ I
µ(G′)✲ H ⊂✲ G′ .
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The map µ is functorial in G and H and thus is Γ(X ′,OX′)-linear. Moreover, kerµ
is canonically isomorphic to Ext1X(G,H).
We note that µ can also be described as the boundary map in the spectral
sequence Epq2 = Ext
p
X(T or
OX′
q (G,OX),H) ⇒ Ext
p+q
X′ (G,H). However, the more
explicit description given above is better suited for our needs.
Let us return to the situation as described before 7.13, and consider the compo-
sition of the canonical maps
T 1S/Σ(N )
α
−−→ Ext1XS′ (ES , ES ⊗OS N )
β
−−→ Ext1XS′ (ES ,Q⊗OS N ),
where αmaps an extension [S′] of S byN onto the class of ES′ . There is furthermore
an exact Ext–sequence
Ext1XS′ (Q,Q⊗OS N )
γ
→ Ext1XS′ (ES ,Q⊗OS N )
δ
→ Ext1XS′ (F ,Q⊗OS N ) .
For G = ES ,H = ES ⊗OS N , the map µ described in 7.13 associates to ES′ just the
identity on ES ⊗OS N . Using again 7.13, the diagram
Ext1XS′ (ES , ES ⊗OS N )
δ◦β ✲ Ext1XS′ (F ,Q⊗OS N )
HomXS (ES ⊗OS N , ES ⊗OS N )
µ
❄
can✲ HomXS (F ⊗OS N ,Q⊗OS N )
µ
❄
commutes, whence the extension δ ◦ β([ES′ ]) maps to 0 under µ and so can be
identified with an element of Ext1XS (F ,Q⊗OS N ). In other words, δ ◦ β ◦α factors
through a map
ob : T 1S/Σ(N )−→Ext
1
XS (F ,Q⊗OS N ) .
If ob([S′]) vanishes then β([ES′ ]) is in the image of γ, and the corresponding exten-
sion Q′ gives a lifting of Q to S′. This establishes the following result.
Proposition 7.14. If E is flat over Σ then the map ob just defined provides an
obstruction theory for E.
It is now immediate how to define a semiregularity map on Ext1XS (F ,Q⊗OS N ).
Definition 7.15. Let X → Σ and E be as above and let Q be an S–flat quotient of
ES over some germ S = (S, 0) over Σ. Assume that Q has locally finite projective
dimension on X . The composition of the boundary map Ext1XS (F ,Q ⊗OS N ) →
Ext2XS (Q,Q⊗OS N ) with the semiregularity map σ defined in 4.1 yields a map
τ : Ext1XS (F ,Q⊗OS N )−→
∏
n≥0
Hn+2(XS ,N ⊗OS Λ
nLXS/S)
that we call the semiregularity map for Q.
Now it is possible to deduce results analogous to 7.8–7.10 and 7.4. As a sample
we restrict to the following application; the proof is similar to that of 7.8 and left
to the reader.
Theorem 7.16. Assume that X is proper and smooth over Σ and that X0 :=
f−1(0) is bimeromorphically equivalent to a Ka¨hler manifold. Let E be a Σ–flat
coherent sheaf on X and E0 → Q0 be a quotient of E0 := E|X0. With F0 the kernel
of E0 → Q0 and
τ : Ext1X0(F0,Q0)−→
∏
n≥0
Hn+2(X0,Ω
n
X0)
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the semiregularity map for Q0, the following hold.
1. If τ is injective then the Quot-space QE/Σ is smooth over a closed subspace of
Σ in a neighbourhood of [Q0].
2. The dimension of the Quot-space QE/Σ at the point [Q0] satisfies
dim[Q0]QE/Σ ≥ dimCHomX0(F0,Q0)− dimC ker τ .
Considering a subspace of X as a quotient of OX , the Douady space becomes
a special case of the Quot-space. However, note that 7.16 does not imply the
corresponding result for the Douady space. The reason is that the obstruction
theory for the Quot-functor does not specialize to the obstruction theory for the
Hilb-functor. For instance, if Z ⊆ X is a complete intersection of dimension 0
then T 2Z/X(OZ ⊗OS N ) vanishes while Ext
1
X(J ,OZ) is isomorphic to the space of
sections of the second exterior power of the normal bundle of Z in X . In general,
T 2 provides a much smaller obstruction theory than the Ext1–functor. Hence it is
worthwhile to treat these cases separately.
Remark 7.17. In analogy with 7.11(3), we note that E need not be flat over Σ in
order to obtain an obstruction theory for the Quot–functor. Indeed, with S, N , Q
as in 7.12 and S′ an extension of S by N , consider the composition
T 1S/Σ(N )
α
−−→ Ext1X×S′(π
∗
S(E), π
∗
S(E) ⊗OS N )
β
−−→ Ext1X×S′(π
∗
S(E),Q⊗OS N ) ,
where πS : X × S → S denotes the projection. Here α maps an extension [S
′] of S
by N onto the class of π∗S′(E). Now
Ext1X×S′(π
∗
S(E),Q⊗OS N ) ∼= Ext
1
XS′
(E ⊗OΣ OS ,Q⊗OS N ) ,
with E ⊗OΣ OS := π
∗
S(E)⊗OX×S′ OXS′ . For Q to be extendable to S
′, the element
β ◦ α([S′]) must be in the image of the map γ in the following exact sequence:
Ext1XS′ (Q,Q⊗OS N )
γ
−→ Ext1XS′ (E ⊗OΣ OS ,Q⊗OS N )
δ
−→ Ext1XS′ (F
•,Q⊗OS N ) ,
where F• is the mapping cone of E ⊗OΣ OS [−1]→ Q[−1]. As before, one can verify
that δ ◦ β ◦ α factors through a map
ob : T 1S/Σ(N )−→Ext
1
XS (F
•,Q⊗OS N ) ,
and this map constitutes an obstruction theory. The reader may easily check that
this gives rise to a semiregularity map on Ext1XS (F
•,Q⊗OS N ).
Deformations of mappings. In this part we will generalize the semiregularity
map for embedded deformations, see 4.10, to deformations of holomorphic maps
X0 → Y0. For the special case that X0 is a stable curve over an algebraic manifold
Y0, such a semiregularity map was independently constructed by K. Behrend and B.
Fantechi in order to define refined Gromov-Witten invariants in certain situations.
We consider the following setup.
7.18. Let π : Y → Σ = (Σ, 0) be a fixed germ of a flat holomorphic mapping,
set Y0 := π
−1(0) and let f0 : X0 → Y0 be a morphism of complex spaces with
X0 compact. By a deformation of X0/Y0 over a germ (S, 0) ∈ AnΣ we mean a
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commutative diagram
(1)
X
f ✲ YS := Y ×Σ S
❅
❅q❘ ✠ 
 
πS
S
such that q is flat and proper and f induces f0 on the special fibre X0 = q
−1(0).
This deformation is, abusively, denoted by X/YS. Such deformations form in a
natural way a deformation theory over AnΣ.
It is well known, and follows easily from the existence of the (relative) Douady
space, that there are always convergent versal deformations of X0/Y0, see [Fle2,
BKo].
The infinitesimal deformations of X0/Y0 can be described as follows. Let X/YS
be a deformation of X0/Y0 over S as in (1) and let N be a coherent OS–module.
An S′ := S[N ]-extension of f : X → YS by N consists in a deformation X ′/YS′ of
X0/Y0 over S
′ as in the diagram
(2)
X ′
f ′ ✲ YS′
❅
❅❘ ✠ 
 
πS′
S′ = S[N ]
that induces on S the given deformation X/YS as in (1). Let Ex(X/YS,N ) denote
the group of these extensions. An S[N ]-extension X ′/YS[N ] of X/YS corresponds
to an extension of X by NX := N ⊗OS OX that is a space over YS . Hence we
obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 7.19. There is a canonical isomorphism Ex(X/YS,N ) ∼= T 1X/YS(NX).
Next we will describe obstructions for extending deformations. Let X/YS be
as in (1) and let S →֒S′ be an extension of S by N . The extension YS′ of YS by
NYS := N ⊗OS OYS gives an element [YS′ ] of T
1
YS
(NYS ). The composition of the
two canonical maps
γ : T 1YS (NYS )−→Ext
1
X(Lf
∗(LYS/S),NX)−→T
2
X/YS
(NX)
admits the following interpretation in terms of extensions.
Lemma 7.20. The class of the extension YS′ is mapped to 0 under γ if and only
if there is an extension X ′ of X by NX together with a map f ′ : X ′ → YS′ that
induces f on Y and the identity on NX . In particular, the composite map
ob : T 1S/Σ(N )
can
−→ T 1YS (NYS )
γ
−→ T 2X/YS (NX)
provides an obstruction theory in the sense of 6.10.
Proof. To prove this statement, we use the existence of tangent functors T if (−) for
holomorphic mappings as constructed in [Fle1], see also [Ill]. These functors fit into
an exact sequence
(∗) · · · −→T 1f (NYS )
β
−→ T 1YS (NYS )
γ
−→ T 2X/YS (NX)−→· · · ,
see [Fle1, 3.4]. The group T 1f (NYS ) is canonically isomorphic to the set of all
isomorphism classes of extensions of f by NYS . Such extension is a holomorphic
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map f ′ : X ′ → Y ′, where X ′, Y ′ are extensions of X , YS by NX , NYS , respectively,
with f ′ inducing the map f on X and the identity on NX ; see [Fle1, 3.16] for
details. Moreover, the map β in (∗) assigns to [f ′] the extension [Y ′]. In view of
the exactness of the sequence (∗) this proves the lemma.
In a next step, we generalize 4.9(1) to arbitrary mappings.
Proposition 7.21. For every morphism of complex spaces f : X → Y and every
complex of OX–module M bounded below there are canonical maps
T kX/Y (M)−→Ext
k
Y (Rf∗(OX), Rf∗(M)), k ∈ Z .
In case M = OX , this specializes to a map of graded Lie algebras T •X/Y (OX) →
Ext•Y (Rf∗(OX), Rf∗(OX)).
Proof. Let (X∗,W∗,R∗) be a resolvent for X over Y and let M∗ → M˜∗ be a
quasiisomorphism into a W∗-acyclic complex M˜∗ of OX∗–modules as in 2.15. We
need to construct a map
T kX/Y (M)
∼= Hk(HomR∗(Ω
1
R∗/Y
,M˜∗))−→Ext
k
Y (Rf∗(OX), Rf∗(M)) .
Let f−1(OY ) be the topological preimage of the sheaf OY and let f
−1
∗ (OY ) be the
associated simplicial sheaf of rings on X∗. As the topological restriction R∗|X∗ is
a sheaf of abelian groups on X∗, we can form its associated Cˇech complex and so
we can consider the composed map
(∗)
HomR∗(Ω
1
R∗/Y
,M˜∗)→֒DerY (R∗,M˜∗)
→֒Homf−1∗ (OY )(R∗,M˜∗)−→Homf−1(OY )(C
•(R∗|X∗), C•(M˜∗)),
where the first two maps are the natural inclusions and the last one is given by the
Cˇech functor. There is always a natural morphism Hom(−,−) → RHom(−,−),
thus taking cohomology we obtain a natural map
(∗∗) T kX/Y (M)−→Ext
k
f−1(OY )(C
•(R∗|X∗), C
•(M˜∗)) ∼= Ext
k
f−1(OY )(OX ,M) ,
where the final isomorphism results from the fact that the complexes C•(R∗|X∗)
and C•(M˜∗) are quasiisomorphic to OX , resp. M, see 2.28. Composing (∗∗) with
Rf∗ : Ext
k
f−1(OY )
(OX ,M)−→Ext
k
OY (Rf∗(OX), Rf∗(M))
gives the desired map. If M = OX , then replacing M˜ by R∗ and C•(M˜∗) by
C•(R∗|X∗), the first inclusion in (∗) becomes bijective, and so the argument shows
the compatibility with the Lie algebra structure.
In the next lemma we provide a criterion as to when Rf∗(OX) is a perfect
complex on YS . We keep the notation introduced in 7.18.
Lemma 7.22. If Y is smooth over Σ, then Rf∗(OX) is a perfect complex on YS.
Proof. For every coherent OS–module N the natural map
Rf∗(OX)⊗N → Rf∗(NX)
is a quasiisomorphism and so the claim follows from 4.5.
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We are now able to apply the constructions of the previous section to define a
semiregularity map for deformations of mappings. Let Y → Σ and f : X → YS be
as in 7.18 and assume moreover that Y → Σ is smooth. We define a semiregularity
map
τN : T
2
X/YS
(NX)→
∏
p≥0
Hp+2(YS ,N ⊗ Ω
p
YS/S
)
as the composition of the two maps
T 2X/YS (NX)
can
−→ Ext2YS (Rf∗(OX), Rf∗(OX)⊗N )
σ
−→
∏
p≥0
Hp+2(YS ,N ⊗ Ω
p
YS/S
) ,
where the first map is as in 7.21 and σ is the semiregularity map defined in 4.1.
In analogy with 7.9 we are now able to deduce the following result.
Theorem 7.23. Assume that π : Y → Σ is proper and smooth and that Y0 :=
f−1(0) is bimeromorphically equivalent to a Ka¨hler manifold. Let f0 : X0 → Y0 :=
π−1(0) be a proper holomorphic map and denote S = (S, 0) the basis of the semi-
universal deformation of X0/Y . If
τ0 : T
2
X0/Y0
(OX0) −−→
∏
p≥0
Hp+2(Y0,Ω
p
Y0
)
is the semiregularity map as above, then the following hold.
1. dimS ≥ dimC T 1X0/Y0(OX0 )− dimC ker τ0.
2. If τ0 is injective, then S is smooth at 0 over a closed subspace of Σ.
Remarks 7.24. 1. In the special case that Σ is a reduced point, Y = Y0 is a
compact complex manifold of dimension d, and f : X → Y is a map from a rational
curveX into Y , the group T 2(X/Y,OX) is isomorphic to the groupH
1(X, f∗(ΘY )),
where ΘY is the tangent bundle of Y . Thus the top component of the semiregularity
map provides a map
H1(X, f∗(ΘY ))−→H
d(Y,Ωd−2Y ) ,
and we recover thus the map constructed by Behrend and Fantechi.
2. The results 7.3 and 7.4 also admit generalizations to the case of deformations
of mappings. We leave the straightforward formulation and proof to the reader.
8. Comparison with Bloch’s semiregularity map
8.1. Assume that X is a compact complex manifold and Z ⊆ X is a locally com-
plete intersection of (constant) codimension q with ideal sheaf J ⊆ OX . In this
section we will compare our semiregularity map from 4.10 with the semiregularity
map defined in [Blo]. Observe that for a locally complete intersection T kZ/X(OZ)
∼=
Hk−1(Z,NZ/X) for all k, where NZ/X ∼= (J /J
2)∨ := HomOZ (J /J
2,OZ) is the
normal bundle of Z in X . Bloch’s semiregularity map is constructed as follows.
With m := dimZ, there is a natural pairing
Ωm+1X × Λ
q−1N∨Z/X
1×Λq−1d¯
−−−−−→ Ωm+1X × Ω
q−1
X ⊗OZ
∧
−→ ωX ⊗OZ ,
where d¯ : N∨Z/X
∼= J /J 2 → Ω1X ⊗ OZ is the map induced by the differential
d : J → Ω1X . Equivalently, this amounts to a map
(1) Ωm+1X −→Λ
q−1NZ/X ⊗ ωX ∼= N
∨
Z/X ⊗ ωZ ,
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where we have used the adjunction formula ωZ ∼= detNZ/X ⊗ ωX and the isomor-
phism Λq−1NZ/X ∼= N
∨
Z/X ⊗ detNZ/X . Dualizing the induced map in cohomology
Hm−k(X,Ωm+1X )→ H
m−k(Z,N∨Z/X ⊗ ωZ) gives a map
(2) τB : H
k(Z,NZ/X)−→H
q+k(X,Ωq−1X ),
and Bloch’s semiregularity map is just this map for k = 1. We will compare it with
the component
τ : Hk(Z,NZ/X) ∼= T
k+1
Z/X(OZ)−→H
q+k(X,Ωq−1X )
of our semiregularity map defined in 4.10.
Proposition 8.2. The maps τB and τ coincide.
For the proof, we need a more explicit description of the semiregularity map.
First observe that
Hp
(
X,HqZ(Ω
q−1
X )
)
∼=
−−→ Hq+pZ (X,Ω
q−1
X ) , p ≥ 0 ,
as HiZ(Ω
q−1
X ) = 0 for i 6= q; for the algebraic case, see [Blo], whereas in the analytic
case this follows from [Sche]. To proceed further we describe the local cohomology
sheaves HqZ(Ω
q−1
X ) in terms of a Cousin-type complex.
8.3. Let E be a vector bundle on X and let Z be as above. Assume U ⊆ X is an
open subset such that the ideal J ⊆ OU of Z ∩ U ⊆ U is generated by sections
f1, . . . , fq ∈ Γ(U,OU ). For an index α = (α1, . . . , αp) with 1 ≤ α1 < . . . < αp ≤ q
set |α| = p and Uα := {x ∈ U |fα(x) 6= 0}, where fα =
∏p
i=1 fαi . Consider basis
elements δfα := δfα1 ∧ · · · ∧ δfαp and the Cousin complex
C•Z(E|U) : 0→ E|U =: (E|U∅)δf∅ →
∏
|α|=1
Eαδfα → · · · →
∏
|α|=q
Eαδfα → 0 ,
where Eα := jα∗(E|Uα) with jα the inclusion Uα →֒U . The differential on C•Z(E|U)
is given by ∂(δfα) := −
∑q
i=1 δfi ∧ δfα. The minus sign occurs in order to have an
exact sequence of complexes
0→ C•({Ui ∩ U}, E)[−1]→ C
•
Z(E|U)→ E|U → 0 ,
where C• := C•({Ui ∩ U}, E) is the sheafified Cˇech complex; observe that the dif-
ferential on C•[−1] is the negative of the differential on C•! It is well known that
HpZ(E|U)
∼= Hp(C•Z(E|U)). Note that C
•
Z(OU ) carries a graded algebra structure via
δfαδfβ := δfα ∧ δfβ and that C•Z(E|U) is a graded module over C
•
Z(OU ).
In [Blo, p.61], Bloch defines a natural map
µ : NZ/X−→H
q
Z(X,Ω
q−1
X )
that is locally given as follows. Multiplying the element
ω :=
[
δf1
f1
∧ · · · ∧
δfq
fq
]
∈ Γ (U,HqZ(OX))
with df1 ∧ · · · ∧ dfq gives a form ω ⊗ df1 ∧ · · · ∧ dfq in H0 (U,H
q
Z(X,Ω
q
X)) that is
independent of the choice of the equations f1, . . . , fq. The map µ is then given by
contraction against ω ⊗ df1 ∧ · · · ∧ dfq, which yields for a linear map ϕ : J−→OZ
the explicit expression
(3) µ(ϕ) =
∑
(−1)i−1ω · ϕ(fi)⊗ df1 ∧ · · · ∧ d̂fi ∧ · · · ∧ dfq .
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Now τB in 8.1 (2) is the composition
Hk(Z,NZ/X)
µ
−→ Hk
(
X,HqZ(X,Ω
q−1
X )
)
∼= H
q+k
Z (X,Ω
q−1
X )
can
−→ Hq+k(X,Ωq−1X ) ,
see (loc.cit.) for a proof. To compare this map with our semiregularity map, observe
first that τ also admits a factorization
Hk(Z,NZ/X) ∼= T
k+1
Z/X(OZ)−→H
q+k
Z (X,Ω
q−1
X )
can
−→ Hq+k(X,Ωq−1X ) ,
see 4.7. As taking traces is compatible with localization, to deduce 8.2 it is sufficient
to show the following lemma.
Lemma 8.4. The diagram of OZ-modules
Ext1X(OZ ,OZ)
∼= NZ/X
∗·(−At(OZ))
q−1/(q−1)!✲ ExtqX(OZ ,OZ ⊗ Ω
q−1
X )
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
µ
❘ ✠ 
 
 
 
 
Tr
HqZ(X,Ω
q−1
X )
commutes.
Proof. This is a local calculation, so we may suppose X Stein and Z defined by
equations f1, . . . , fq so that the Koszul complex K•(f,OX) is an OX -resolution of
the sheaf OZ . More explicitly, set
K−p := Kp(f,OX) =
⊕
i1<···<ip
OXγfi1 ∧ · · · ∧ γfip ,
with the Koszul differential given by ∂(γfj) = fj . Note that K
• is the free graded
algebra over OX with generators γfi ∈ K−1, 1 ≤ i ≤ q, in (cohomological) degree
−1 and that ∂ is a derivation of degree 1. In particular,
ExtkX(OZ ,OZ ⊗OX M)
∼= Hk(HomX(K
•,K• ⊗OX M)), k ≥ 0 ,
for every coherent OX -module M. Consider on K• the connection
∇ : K•−→K• ⊗ Ω1X with ∇
(
γfi1 ∧ · · · ∧ γfip
)
= 0 .
The Atiyah class of OZ is now the element of Ext
1
X(OZ ,OZ ⊗Ω
1
X) represented by
[∂,∇] : K•−→K• ⊗ Ω1X ,
an OX -linear map of degree 1. Note that ∇ as well as [∂,∇] are derivations on the
ring K• and that [∂,∇](γfi) = −1⊗ dfi. Thus, the map
[∂,∇]q−1/(q − 1)! : K•−→K• ⊗ Ωq−1X ,
which is only nonzero on K−q+1 and K−q, is given there by
γf1 ∧ · · · ∧ γ̂fi ∧ · · · ∧ γfq 7−→ (−1)(
q
2)1⊗ (df1 ∧ · · · ∧ d̂fi ∧ · · · ∧ dfq)
γf1 ∧ · · · ∧ γfq 7−→
∑
i
(−1)(
q−1
2 )+iγfi ⊗ df1 ∧ · · · ∧ d̂fi ∧ · · · ∧ dfq .
Consider now ϕ¯ ∈ HomX(J ,OZ) ∼= Ext
1
X(OZ ,OZ) and write ϕ¯(fi) = ϕ¯i with
sections ϕi of OX . Under the isomorphism Ext
1
X(OZ ,OZ) ∼= H
1(HomX(K
•,K•)),
the element ϕ¯ corresponds to the derivation ϕ : K• → K• with ϕ(γfi) = ϕi. The
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composition ϕ ◦ [∂,∇]q−1/(q− 1)! is a map of degree q and is therefore determined
by the component
ϕ ◦ [∂,∇]q−1/(q − 1)! : K−q −→ K0 ⊗ Ωq−1X
γf1 ∧ · · · ∧ γfq 7−→
∑
(−1)(
q−1
2 )+iϕi ⊗ df1 ∧ · · · ∧ d̂fi ∧ · · · ∧ dfq .
Note that ϕ ◦ [∂,∇]q−1 represents 〈[ϕ¯],Atq−1(OZ)〉.
Now we wish to take traces to produce an element in HqZ(X,Ω
q−1
X ). Let C
•
Z =
C•Z(OX) be the Cousin complex, see 8.3. Let γˆfi be the basis of HomX(K
−1,OX)
dual to γfi and set
γˆfα := γˆfα1 ∧ · · · ∧ γˆfαp = (−1)
(p2)γˆfαp ∧ · · · ∧ γˆfα1 .
With this convention, (−1)(
p
2)γˆfα is the basis element dual to γfα := γfα1 ∧ · · · ∧
γfαp and the differential on HomX(K
•,OX) is given by multiplying from the left
with −
∑
fi · γˆfi. The computation above gives that
ϕ ◦ [∂,∇]q−1/(q − 1)! = γˆf1 ∧ · · · ∧ γˆfq
∑
(−1)q+iϕi ⊗ df1 ∧ · · · ∧ d̂fi ∧ · · · ∧ dfq .
Using 8.5 below, this is mapped under the trace map to
(−1)q−1
δf1 ∧ · · · ∧ δfq
f1 · · · fq
·
∑
(−1)i−1ϕi ⊗ df1 ∧ · · · ∧ d̂fi ∧ · · · ∧ dfq .
Comparing with (3) above, the result follows.
It remains to verify the following lemma.
Lemma 8.5. The trace map ExtqX(OZ ,OZ)−→H
q
Z(OX) maps the class of γˆf1 ∧
· · · ∧ γˆfq ∈ HomX(K−q,OX) ⊆ HomX(K•,K•) onto the class of
δf1 ∧ · · · ∧ δfq
f1 · · · fq
.
Proof. As C•Z is a sheaf of flat OX–modules, the complex K
• ⊗ C•Z is quasiisomor-
phic to OZ⊗C•Z
∼= OZ . Therefore, the canonical projection C•Z → C
0
Z = OX induces
a quasiisomorphism
K• ⊗ C•Z−→K
• .
In a first step, we construct a section of this projection,
K•
ψ ✲ K• ⊗ C•Z
❅❅❅id❘ ✠  
 
proj
K•
as follows. The map γˆfα 7→ δfα/fα, where γˆfα = γˆfα1 ∧ · · · ∧ γˆfαp is as above,
realizes HomX(K•,OX) as a subcomplex of C•Z . We define ψ to be the composition
K•−→HomX(K
•,K•) ∼= K• ⊗HomX(K
•,OX)→֒K
• ⊗ C•Z ,
where the first map is given by k 7→ k·id. As the identity corresponds to the element∑
(−1)(
|α|
2 )γfα ⊗ γˆfα in K• ⊗HomX(K•,OX), the map ψ is given explicitly by
k 7−→ k ·
∑
α
(−1)(
|α|
2 )γfα ⊗ δfα/fα .
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Now we can define the local trace map HomX(K•,K•) → C•Z as the composition
of
HomX(K
•,K•) ∼= HomX(K
•,OX)⊗K
• 1⊗ψ−−→ HomX(K
•,OX)⊗K
•⊗C•Z
Tr⊗1
−−→ C•Z .
The image of γˆf1 ∧ · · · ∧ γˆfq under these maps is just given by
γˆf1 ∧ · · · ∧ γˆfq
1⊗ψ
7−→ γˆf1 ∧ · · · ∧ γˆfq ⊗
∑
α
(−1)(
|α|
2 )γfα ⊗ δfα/fα
Tr⊗1
7−→
δf1 ∧ · · · ∧ δfq
f1 · · · fq
,
as desired.
8.6. Another application of the above construction concerns the infinitesimal Abel-
Jacobi map. Let X be an n–dimensional compact algebraic manifold and Z ⊆ X
a closed submanifold of codimension q. The infinitesimal Abel-Jacobi map is the
differential at [Z] of the Abel-Jacobi map
HilbX −→J
q(X)
into the intermediate Jacobian Jq(X); see, for example, [Gre, Gri2], or [Voi] in the
analytic case. This differential can be considered as a map
β : H0(Z,NZ/X)−→H
q(X,Ωq−1X )
that has the same homological description in terms of Serre duality as Bloch’s
semiregularity map and is just the map τB in 8.1 (2) for k = 0, see (loc.cit.).
Applying 8.2, we obtain the following description of the infinitesimal Abel-Jacobi
map.
Proposition 8.7. The infinitesimal Abel-Jacobi map fits into the commutative di-
agram
H0(Z,NZ/X)
∼=✲ Ext1X(OZ ,OZ)
Hq(X,Ωq−1X )
β
❄
✛Tr ExtqX(OZ ,OZ ⊗ Ω
q−1
X ).
〈∗,(−At(OZ))
q−1/(q−1)!〉
❄
This statement should generalize. There should be an Abel-Jacobi map for
deformations of arbitrary coherent sheaves on a compact algebraic manifold such
that its differential is essentially given by multiplication with powers of the Atiyah
class as above. More precisely, let us pose the following problem.
Problem 8.8. For a coherent sheaf F0 on a compact algebraic manifoldX the Chern
character chk(F0) is a well defined class in the Chow group CHk(X)Q. Assume that
the sheaf F on X × S is a semiuniversal deformation of F0 over a germ S = (S, 0).
If Fs denotes the restriction of F to the fibre X ∼= X × {s}, then the following
should hold:
1. The map s 7−→ chk(Fs) provides a family of k-dimensional cycles on X .
2. Integrating over a (topological) (2k+1)-chain in X with boundary chk(Fs)−
chk(F0) gives a holomorphic map S
ϕk−→ Jk(X).
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3. The derivative of ϕk is given by
T0S
∼=✲ Ext1X(F0,F0)
Tr〈∗,(−At(F0))
k/k!〉✲ Hk+1(X,ΩkX) .
9. Appendix: Infinitesimal deformations and integral dependence
We recall first the definition of integral dependence, see [ZSa1]. Let R be a ring
and I ⊆ R an ideal. An element x ∈ R is integral over I if there is an equation
xn + a1x
n−1 + · · ·+ an = 0
with aν ∈ Iν .
For instance, every element of I is integral over I. The set I ⊆ R of all elements
from R that are integral over I is an ideal, the integral closure of I in R.
We remind the reader of the following criterion for integral dependence that we
formulate for our purposes as follows. Let k be an algebraically closed field and
let A = (A,m) be a local noetherian complete k-algebra with residue field k. If
I ⊆ m is an ideal, then f is in the integral closure of I if and only if for every “arc”
α : A→ k[[T ]] the element α(f) is contained in α(I)k[[T ]].
9.1. For the main result of this section we consider the following setup. Let Λ→ A
be a morphism of complete noetherian k-algebras with residue field k and assume
that A ∼= R/I with R := Λ[[X1, . . . , Xs]] and I ⊆ mΛR + (X1, . . . , Xs)2. It is well
known that for every finite A–module M there is a canonical isomorphism
(∗) T 1A/Λ(M)
∼= coker
(
HomA(Ω
1
A/Λ,M)−→HomA(I,M)
)
,
where T 1A/Λ(M) is the first tangent cohomology. The elements of T
1
A/Λ(M) corre-
spond to isomorphism classes of algebra extensions [A′] of A by M . On the level of
such algebra extensions the isomorphism above is given as follows. If [A′] ∈ T 1A/Λ is
an algebra extension of A byM , let p′ : R→ A′ be a morphism of Λ–algebras lifting
the given map p : R → A. Restricting p′ to I gives a map ϕA′ := p′|I : I → M ,
and the correspondence (∗) assigns to [A′] the residue class of this homomorphism.
As I ⊆ mΛR+ (X1, . . . , Xs)
2, we get in particular that
(∗∗) T 1A/Λ(k)
∼= HomA(I, k) .
There is always a canonical inclusion of Ext1A(Ω
1
A/Λ,M) into T
1
A/Λ(M). In case
M = k, another important subspace of T 1A/Λ(k) is Ex
c
A/Λ(k), the space of curvi-
linear extensions . This is by definition the subspace generated by all curvilinear
extensions [A′], which are those extensions that fit into a commutative diagram of
Λ–algebras
(D)
0 ✲ k ✲ A′ ✲ A ✲ 0
0 ✲ k
∼=
❄
✲ k[[t]]/(tn+1)
❄
✲ k[[t]]/(tn)
❄
✲ 0 .
We will give the following characterizations of these subspaces.
Theorem 9.2. 1. If k is algebraically closed then under the isomorphism (∗∗)
the subspace ExcA/Λ(k) of T
1
A/Λ(k) corresponds to the subspace HomA(I/J, k) of
HomA(I, k), where J is the integral closure of mI in I.
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2. The elements of Ext1A(Ω
1
A/Λ,M)→֒T
1
A/Λ(M) correspond to those extensions
[A′] of [A] by M for which the associated Jacobi map j : M → Ω1A′/Λ ⊗A′ A is
injective.
3. If Char k = 0 and Λ =M = k, then there are inclusions
ExcA/k(k) ⊆ Ext
1
A(Ω
1
A/k, k) ⊆ T
1
A/k(k) .
Proof. For (1), let A′ be a curvilinear extension of A by k and let p′ : R→ A′ be a
morphism of Λ–algebras lifting the given map p : R→ A, so that ϕA′ = p′|I : I → k
corresponds under (∗∗) to the extension [A′]. By the valuative criterion of integral
dependence mentioned above, J is in the kernel of p′, whence ϕA′ ∈ HomA(I/J, k).
Thus ExcA/Λ(k) ⊆ HomA(I/J, k). To show equality, assume that α is a k-linear form
on HomA(I, k) that vanishes on Ex
c
A/Λ(k). We need to show that α vanishes on
HomA(I/J, k). Such a linear form can be written as HomA(I, k) ∋ f 7→ α(f) = f(x)
for some x ∈ I. By assumption, for every curvilinear extension A′ of A by k, the
element α(ϕA′) = ϕA′(x) vanishes. Applying the valuative criterion of integral
dependence it follows that x ∈ J and so α vanishes on HomA(I/J, k), as desired.
In order to deduce (2) note that the map Ext1A(Ω
1
A/Λ,M)→ T
1
A/Λ(M) assigns to
an extension 0→M → E
q
→ Ω1A/Λ → 0 the algebra extension [A
′] of A byM that is
the quotient of the trivial extension A[E] by the ideal ker((d,−q) : A[E]→ Ω1A/Λ),
where d is the differential. The reader may easily verify that then E ∼= Ω1A′/Λ⊗A′A
and that the Jacobi map j becomes the inclusion ofM into E, whence j is injective.
Conversely, if for an extension [A′] the map j is injective, then it is easily seen that
the construction just described recovers [A′] from the extension E := Ω1A′/Λ ⊗A′ A
of Ω1A/Λ by M .
Finally for (3), if [A′] is a curvilinear extension as in the diagram (D) in 9.1,
then the composed map k
j
→ Ω1A′/Λ ⊗A′ A → k[[t]]/(t
n) · dt is the map 1 7→ d(tn)
and so is injective. Hence j is also injective, proving the inclusion ExcA/k(k) ⊆
Ext1A(Ω
1
A/k, k).
The following result shows how to bound the dimension of A in terms of its
curvilinear extensions, as
ExcA/Λ(k)
∼= HomA(I/J, k) ∼= Homk(I/(J +mI), k)
by the preceding result. Kawamata [Kaw2] attributes the corresponding geometric
argument to Mori.
Proposition 9.3. Let A = R/I be a quotient of a local ring (R,m, k) modulo an
ideal I ⊆ m. If J ⊆ I is integral over mI, then
dimA ≥ dimR− dimk(I/(J +mI)) .
Proof. Replacing J by J + mI we may assume that J ⊇ mI. Choose elements
x1, . . . , xs ∈ I that form a basis of the k-vector space I/J and consider the natural
ring homomorphism
k[X1, . . . , Xs] −−→
∞⊕
ν=0
(Iν/mIν) T ν = R[IT ]/mR[IT ]
given by Xi 7→ x¯iT ∈ (I/mI)T . In a first step we prove that this map is finite.
In fact, the elements f¯T , f ∈ J, generate the ring R[IT ]/mR[IT ] as an algebra
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over k[X1, . . . , Xs], and if f
n + a1f
n−1 + · · · + an = 0 is an equation of integral
dependence for such an f ∈ J over mI, the coefficients satisfy aν ∈ (mI)ν , whence
(f¯T )n = 0 and finiteness follows. This implies
(1) dimR[IT ]/mR[IT ] ≤ s .
As R[IT ]/mR[IT ] appears as the special fibre of
R/I −−→ GI(R) :=
∞⊕
ν=0
Iν/Iν+1 ,
we obtain
dimR[IT ]/mR[IT ] ≥ dimGI(R)− dimR/I = dimR− dimR/I ,
see [Mat, Thms.15.1, 15.7]. Together with (1) the result follows.
For the next result we have to assume that the ground field k has characteristic
zero.
Proposition 9.4. If Λ→ A is a morphism of local noetherian complete k–algebras
with residue fields k, then
dimA ≥ dimk HomA(Ω
1
A/Λ, k)− dimk Ext
1
A(Ω
1
A/Λ, k) .
Proof. In the absolute case, where Λ = k, this is a result due to Scheja and Storch,
see [SSt, 3.5]. Alternatively, it follows from the chain of inequalities
dimA ≥ dimR− dimk(I/J +mI) = dimk HomA(Ω1A/k, k)− Ex
c
A/k(k)
≥ dimk HomA(Ω1A/k, k)− Ext
1
A(Ω
1
A/k, k),
where we have applied 9.3 and 9.2.
To deduce the general case, set A¯ := A/mΛA. The spectral sequence
Epq2 = Ext
p
A¯
(TorAq (Ω
1
A/Λ, A¯), k)⇒ Ext
p+q
A (Ω
1
A/Λ, k)
yields
HomA(Ω
1
A/Λ, k)
∼= HomA¯(Ω
1
A¯/k, k) and Ext
1
A(Ω
1
A/Λ, k) ⊇ Ext
1
A¯(Ω
1
A¯/k, k) .
Hence the result follows from the chain of inequalities
dimA ≥ dim A¯ ≥ dimk HomA¯(Ω
1
A¯/k
, k)− dimk Ext
1
A¯(Ω
1
A¯/k
, k)
≥ dimk HomA(Ω1A/Λ, k)− dimk Ext
1
A(Ω
1
A/Λ, k).
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